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ABSTRACT
RINA ARDIAN WIJAYANTI. A. 320 090 075. EMOTION AND
MOTIVATION REFLECTED IN JEAN PAUL SALOME’S FEMALE
AGENT MOVIE (2010): A PSYCHOANALYTIC CRITICISM. RESEARCH
PAPER. MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 2013.
The study is to reveal how emotion and motivation major character‟s to
be a heroism in the war II for the French and complete their mission in the war II
is reflected in Female Agent movie directed by Jean Paul Salome published in
2010. There are two objectives: the first is to analyze the film in term of structural
elements and the second is to analyze the film based on Psychoanalytic Criticism.
The object of the study is a movie Female Agent movie is directed by
Jean Paul Salome. The researcher employs the descriptive qualitative research as a
type of the research. The data sources are divided into two, namely primary data
source and secondary data source. The primary data source is the events of the
movie and script of Female Agent and the secondary data source is journals of
emotion and motivation, book of psychoanalytic criticism. The method of
collecting data is documentation. The technique of analyzing data is descriptive.
The results of the study are as follows. First, based on the structural
analysis, Jean Paul Salome as the director of the movie delivers a moral message
about the heroism. The structural elements are related to each other and form a
solid unity. Second, based on Psychoanalytic criticism, Jean Paul Salome tells
emotion and motivation struggled by the major characters.
Keywords: Emotion and Motivation, Psychoanalytic Criticism.

xviii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study
The Female Agent movie (2010) was directed by Jean Paul Salome. This
film was produced by Eric Never in French. The genres of this film are drama,
romance, thrailler and action. The Female Agent were first published on 28 June
2008 in French.The first release at Monday, 06 october 2008 in French. And the
next modified in November, 25 2010 at United Kingdom.
This film narrates the secret agent or the heroism efforts of the French
resistance and British secret services to undermine German rule occupied France.
The screat agent have five members. They are beatiful woman and takes setting in
French. The situation and condition of this film was inspired ofthe true story of
Lise Villa meurthat helps fight the French duringWorld War II. Written of Script
by Laurent Vachaud and Jean Paul Salome.
This film has biggest stars, they are Sophie Marceau as Louise
Desfontaines, Julie Depardieu as Jeanne Faussier, Marie Gillain as Suzy Desprez,
Deborah François as Gaëlle Lemenech, Moritz Bleibtreu as Karl Heindrich, Maya
Sansa as Maria Luzzato, Sarah Tullamore as Nurse hôpital anglais, and the minor
characters are Julien Boisselier as Pierre Desfontaines, Vincent Rottiers as Eddy ,
Volker Bruch as Lieutenant Becker, Robin Renucci as Melchior, Xavier Beauvois
as Claude Granville, Colin David Reese as Colonel Maurice Buckmaster as
Jurgen Mash as Gerd Von Rundstedt, Conrad Cecil as Le géologue anglais,
Alexandre Jazede as René Bourienne, David Capelle as Bernard Quesnot,
1
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Wolfgang Pissors as Médecin train, Chantal Garrigues as Mme Duchemin, James
Gerardas Officier anglais 1, Edward Hamilton-Clark as Officier anglais 2, Marc
Bertolini as Moustachu train,Rainer Sievert as Lieutenant hôpital Normandie,
Ashley Wanninger as Soldat radio cour hôpital, Natasha Cashman as Secrétaire
Buckmaster, Stanislas Kemper as Pilote Jeanne RAF, Simon Boyle as Dispatcher,
Olivier De Wispelaere as Feld gendarme St Lazare.Johannes Oliver Hamm as
Major SS train, David Van Severen as Caporal Pioche, Philippe Soutan as
Poinçonneur Baratier, Yves Heck as Conducteur métro, Stéphane Foenkinos as
Contrôleur train, Christophe Grofer as Sentinelle G2, Stefan Kollmuss as Officier
Wehrmacht St Germain,Fabian Arning as Soldat Pierre, Olivier Beraud-Bedouin
as Le milicien (as Olivier Beraud), Alex Lutz as Soldat fourgon, Jan Oliver
Schroeder as Garde entrée hôpital, Serge Boutleroff as Concierge hôtel Régent
(as Serge Onteniente), Antoine Salomé as Groom Régent, Andrew W. Wilson as
Prêtre catholique aérodrome. The Female Agent movie was distributed by TMF
Entertainment USA. In this movie consist of three language are French, English,
and German language. This movie running time 116 minutes.
The Female Agent tells much about real- life in the word war II and real
life women becomes agent. Louise Desfontaines (Sophie Marceau), a successful
French commando in the British Special Operations Executive, watches her
husband killed during a sabotage mission on a German train depot. Upon her
return, she and her brother Pierre (Julien Boisselier) are sent by Colonel
Buckmaster (Colin David Reese) on a critical mission to rescue a captured British
geologist (Conrad Cecil), who was examining the sands on the beaches of
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Normandy in advance of D-Day, from a nearby military hospital. She and Pierre
convince a selection of women from among the FANY nurses' corps and French
Resistance onto the team: Jeanne (Julie Depardieu), Suzy (Marie Gillain), and
Gaëlle (Déborah François).
German SS Colonel Heindrich (Moritz Bleibtreu) has uncovered evidence
of the geologist's presence at Normandy, and tries to convince military leaders
that the Allies are planning to land at Normandy, but is laughed out of the room.
Heindrich needs some solid proof of his suspicions, and his officers identify the
geologist at the Normandy hospital. Heindrich travels to the hospital and tries to
pry information from the geologist.
Meanwhile, Pierre has laid out a plan by which two of the female SOE
agents will perform as cabaret dancers, as part of a show for the officers stationed
at the hospital, while Louise poses as a nurse. The cabaret finish their striptease by
tossing tear gas canisters under the seated officers (including Heindrich) while
Louise and an undercover FANY nurse, Maria (Maya Sansa), free the geologist in
a harrowing escape, with Heindrich in pursuit. While being taken to the airlift site,
the geologist reveals to Pierre that Heindrich "knows about Phoenix", a code word
for the planned Normandy operation.
Pierre realizes that Heindrich must be prevented from passing on what he
knows to the German command in order to safeguard the Normandy invasion
plans. He orders the women, who expects to be done after the Normandy rescue,
to travel to Paris, where Heindrich is stationed.After they leave, German officers
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arrive at the landing site, and capture Pierre. Heindrich tortures Pierre for
information, but Pierre resists.
Heindrich's staff develop a photo that was taken by an officer at the
cabaret show in Normandy, and recover a clear image of Gaëlle, one of the
Desfontaines' team. At the Paris train station, Gaëlle is apprehended, and the rest
of the team finds shelter in a music school which is a cover for the French
Resistance. Heindrich presents Gaëlle to Pierre, threatening to torture her if he
doesn't talk, hoping to appeal to Pierre's empathy. An officer pulls out one of
Gaëlle's fingernails, and she immediately reveals the location of the school where
the rest of the team is hiding. While Heindrich's men arrive at the school, the girls
escape through a secret passage to the Paris catacombs. Imprisoned together,
Pierre tries to strangle Gaëlle but is stopped by their captors.
Desfontaines meets with a contact at the Natural History Museum,
Melchior (Robin Renucci), who informs her of a plan to assassinate Heindrich at
the Concorde metro station.It has been discovered that Suzy, one of Desfontaine's
team, has had a previous relationship with Heindrich; she will be used as a lure,
through an undercover tip, to get Heindrich to the station. Louise is provided with
a sniper rifle to execute Heindrich while her team takes positions in the station. At
the station, Heindrich arrives on the tip, but cannot be seen by Louise, who hides
in the subway tunnel. With the help of members of the French Resistance, the
train is held up, with Suzy aboard. Heindrich approaches the train, but Louise
cannot get a clear shot; he enters the train and approaches Suzy. Maria, on the
train and caught off guard, hastily attempts to shoot Heindrich, but is shot and
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killed by Heindrich's men. Heindrich, realizing the trap, gets off the train; Louise
takes a shot, but only grazes his ear. The women manage to capture Eddy
(Vincent Rottiers), a young socialite member of Heindrich's staff, who the women
coerce into helping them.
A new plan to assassinate Heindrich is hatched, again using Suzy as lure
but also as gunwoman. Eddy informs Heindrich that a woman resembling Suzy
will be at a nearby hotel. Jeanne, posing as a maid, plants a gun under the pillow
of the bed. Heindrich arrives at Suzy's hotel room, and begins to romance her. She
grabs the gun and aims, but she is unable to shoot her former lover. Heindrich
takes the gun away and begins to kiss her on the bed. Outside, Louise and
Melchior hear gunshots, and Jeanne runs out the back entrance. Louise and
Melchior watch as a body covered with a sheet is wheeled out of the hotel, shortly
followed by Heindrich.
Louise is captured by Heindrich, and tortured her in front of Pierre, he
persuades Pierre to reveal all he knows. Pierre obtaining a promise from
Heindrich that Louise will not be executed, reveals all of the secrets of the plans
to use flooded pontoons to rapidly build a harbour at Normandy for a massive
landing of Allied troops. While Pierre confirms Heindrich's suspicions, he realizes
hell still need hard proof to convince General Rommel of his discovery, so he
plans to take Pierre with him to Rommel as evidence. But, as the handcuffed
Louise looks on, Pierre, in a desperate bid to escape further humiliation - using a
blade grabbed from the torture table - commits suicide by slitting his own throat.
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Denied his proof, Heindrich renegs on his promise, and plans to have Louise
executed.
Back in their cell, Louise joins Gaëlle, who begs for forgiveness and help
from Louise, who gives both in the form of a tearful nod and the passing of her
cyanide pill. After Louise is taken away, Gaëlle prays alone in her cell, strips
naked, lies on the floor, and takes the pill.
While being transported, Louise is rescued by Jeanne and Melchoir, a
member of the French Resistance whom Louise had met at the Museum of Natural
History, though Melchior is killed. Jeanne and Louise rush to the station where
Heindrich is planning to leave for a last-chance attempt to convince Rommel.
Jeanne tells Louise she will cause a distraction, and not to worry about her. She
walks up to the station Gestapo and shoots one of them, immediately being
arrested. Louise walks down the platform and finds Heindrich, and shoots him
down.
We see Louise back in SOE head quarters, where Buckmaster offers
Louise and her group his personal thanks, though Louise demands she finds
Jeanne. At her FANY role at a military hospital, Buckmaster arrives with a series
of photos ( taken at the liberation of Jeanne's concentration camp) . The last photo
Louise sees is of Jeanne, lying topless and expressionless with a rope around her
neck. There's a soulful ending with Louise lighting four candles in church in
rememberance.
During the success of The Female Agent movie at 2008 and the next
reallise in 2010, there are many award was gotten. The first is at 2009 this film got
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nominated of César Awards, Franceincategory Best Costume Design (Meilleurs
costumes) recipient Pierre-JeanLarroque.
Jean Paul Salome, (born 14 September 1960 in Paris) is a French director.
Jean Salome lived in French and work asfilm directorand film producer, writer,
and actor, a production manager and self. Jean Paul was 52 years old. Jean Paul
Salome was beggining profession since 1991 in film Crimes et Jardins (TV
movie), in 1994 he produced La Grande Fille and Les Braqueuses(TV movie),
next produced is 1997 La Verite Est un Vilain Defaut (TV movie), Reston
Groupes in 1998,Belphegor- Le fantome du Louvre in 2001, and the next
produced Arsene Lupin in 2004,and in controversial film is Female Agent in 2008
and the second realise in 2010.and the last film released in 2010 is Chameleon.
Beside as the director and producer, Jean Paul Salome as the writer of
scenario, and story movie or TV, such as The Chameleon(2010), Female Agents
in 2008,Arsène Lupin2010 , 2001 produced Belphégor - Le fantôme du Louvre ,
1998 writen scenarion of Restons groupés , 1997produced La vérité est un vilain
défaut ,1994 writer schenario ofLa grande fille ,1994 Les braqueuses,1991 written
schenario ofCrimes et jardins. And other profession from Salome as an actor in
2010, 2005, and 1994, title this movie such us The Chameleon in 2010,Le petit
lieutenant (Médecin) in 2005, 1994 as an actor inLes braueuses (Le médecin
accoucheur). Production manager of La lectricemovie in 1998.
Among its strengths is a terrific storyline which is competently told. But
the film is let down at times by a certain humourlessness (not to suggest that war
is especially funny), and a staginess that afflicts in particular the torture scenes.
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The cast, though, are mainly excellent, especially Marceau and Julie Depardieu,
who brings convincing depth to her character.
The screat agent is painful emotianal experience and motivation among
five women. Louise desfontanes a French resistanceagent seconded along with her
brother Piierre to a British operations command of group. When a British army
geologist is captured by the Germans while reconnoitering the Normady beaches
in advances, the Allies satart to panic. On the ather hand, the emotional and
motivation of major characters is clearly reflected on the movie.
The problems is simply that the effect of emotion that not control. Usually,
emotions is a reactions to the stimulus from internal factors or external factor.
Emotions have affected of any condition. According to Atwater “For instance
happiness emotion created a change condition of herats, so in the fisiology came
accros a laugh, the sadness emotion created a people cry. Categories of emotion or
kind of emotion are desire, hate, sorrow, wonder. Love, happiness, fear, rage,
love, anger, sadness, shame, annoyance, satisfied, anxious, nervous and
concerned.” (Atwater, 1983: 80).
Emotion is one reaction or stimulus of the factors. Emotion is a complex
state of awarness involving inner sensations and outer expressions that has the
power to motivate us to act. According to Atwater “In fact, the word emotion
comes from Latin term which means to “move out”, indicatingits basic arousal
functions. Emotion serve to awaken and mobilize us for defense. Categories of
emotion are Bodily sensation, interpreted sensations, adative response.” (Atwarer,
1983:80).
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Bodily sensation is one the earliset theories held that a person’s of an
external stimulus automatically aroused bodily change, such us the reflecsive
mushlle contaraction (Atwater, 1983:80).
Essentially, motivation refers to inner state that moves or causes us to
behave the way we do. In a scene, the entire field of psychology has to do
explaining behavior in terms of its underlying cause. Motivation refers to the inner
conditions that energize and direct us toward purposive, goal seeking behavior
(Atwater, 1983:23).
The complexities of the emotions can give inspiration for an author to
produce a literary work. A literary work creates its own world in which we can
find on atmosphere of live as w might in the real world. As a matter of fact reveal
the truth, sadness, happiness, love also struggle of real life as will as in human
experiences (Atwater, 1983: 83).
Human life is one of the most interesting topic to discuss because life
experiences always develop as fast as the time goes on. People need many ways to
express their impression about human’s experiences andthe life it self, one of
these is a form of literary works. Literary work has some significance in meaning
as understanding human’s existence with this mental and inner- self problem.
Since literature is the exposition of human mental life, it can be said that the same
literary works has relationship to psychology literary works and psychology have
same object of the research that is humanbeing.
The word ofpsychology is actually derived from two Greek words, psyche
(soul) and logos(discourse). Psychology is thus literally a study of soul. The term
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soul hasdifferent meaning, for some it is an inner flame, for some it is a function
bodyprocesses. So, psychology is more concerned with the problems or conflict
ofhuman being in his life as a member of society. In some way, literature
andpsychology are closely related since both the same objects, that is human
life.Psychology treats the characters in literature just like they are in the
realsituation, as Wellek and Warren point out that, “character in play and novelare
judge to be psychologically true”. Psychology reveals the emotion ofhuman life; it
is used to understand all human’s experience and activities as adynamic
individual. Having the feeling of want for struggle of women.
The writer in this research want to considered women role in the
colonialisms in the world. Particularly emotion and motivation women in the
ambition the freedom world, those women have any role in the world although
emotion and motivation women in psychology emotion in their self different
between man. But the women with their ambition, and emotion women can be
considered in freedom of world. First, this study crucial to be conducted
psychology of women particularly is emotion, womeninpsychologyin terms
ofemotionis moresensitive, it’s made the writer want to review emotion women in
this research. Secondly, the researcher wants to know how women controlled their
emotion in the any conditions particularly in the war, with emotion in any
situation although women lost her husband, child, and rich.Third, considering the
above explanatory ideas, the researcher turns toanalyze the movie by using an
individual psychological criticism.
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Finally, the researcher is curious to know what motivation that in the self
of women that made women can survive in the problems and emotion.
Theresearcher is interested in investigate the major character, Sophie Marceau,
JulieDepardieu, Marie Gillain, Deborah François, Moritz Bleibtreu, Maya Sansa,
Sarah Tullamore because she has very important role in this play. They arealso
gives a lot of information about psychological phenomenon. It is seen from his
ways to gether goal. In this study the researcher encourages herself to give a title:
EMOTION AND MOTIVATION REFLECTED IN JEAN PAUL SALOME’S
FEMALE AGENT MOVIE(2010) : A PSYCHOANALYTIC CRITICISM
B. Previous Studies
Female Agentis amazing new release film that attack the audienceas far as
the writer know, Female Agentwas already studied from graduated students. First
research is from Meghavi Atul Doshi (2010) and she focused theresearch on
“User Frustation- the Problem and Possible Solution in Female Agent Movie”.
Her study comes to the conclusion that paper introduces the concept of user
frustration and analyses some of the work done by the different research groups
on this issue and the proposed solutions to reduce it in different scenarios. Some
of these solutions include having an agent who empathies with user’s frustration
and acknowledges their emotions while another recommends a change in usability
testing to identify more authentic factors causing user frustration within.
Second research is Miranda Al Van Tilburg (2010), She focused the
research onThe Effect of Alcohol on Mood Induced by an Emotional in Female
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Agent Movie: a Study Among Women. In her study investigate effect of alcohol
that use of major character in Female Agent movie by women agent use of war.
Different from two previous studies, this study focuses on Emotion And
Motivation Reflected In Jean Paul Salome’s Female Agent Movie(2010) : A
Psychoanalytic Criticism, to know motivation and emotion in major character.
C. Limitation of the Study
This research focused on emotion and motivation women in Female Agent
movie. Women can stay alive in the problems and emotion. The researcher is
awareness in analyzing of emotion and motivation the major character of Sophie
Marceau, Julie Depardieu, Marie Gillain, and Deborah François, Maria
Luzzato.The researcher focuses this research in analyzing the emotion and
motivation in Female Agent based on psychoanalytic criticism.
D. Problem Statement
Based on the background of the research, the researcher suggests a single
problem statement. The problem of this research is how the psychological
phenomenon of emotion and motivation reflected on Jean Paul Salome’s Female
Agent movie?
E. Objective of the Studies
Dealing with the problem statements above, the objectives of the research
are as follows;
1. To examine the structural elements of the Female Agent

movie, such as

character and characterization, setting, plot, point of view, theme mice and scene,
cinematography, sound, and editing.
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2. To investigate the Female Agent movie based on the psychoanalytic criticism.
F. Benefit of the Studies
The result of this research in highly expected to give some benefits as
follow :
1. Theoretical Benefit
This

research

paper

has

some

benefits,

which

are

to

give

additionalcontribution to literature researches dealing with major characters in
Female Agent movie.
2. Practical Benefit
This research paper has a practical benefit, which is to give
deeperunderstanding about the content of the play, especially from the
psychoanalytic criticism.
G. Research Method
1. Type of the Study
This research belongs to qualitative research because it does not need a
statistics to explore the facts. Qualitative research is a type of research which
doesn’t include any calculation enumeration. The steps to conduct the research are
as follows:
a. Determining the type of study
b. Determining the object of the study
c. Determining data and data source
d. Determining technique of data collection, and finally
e. Determining technique of data analysis.
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2. Type of the Data and the Data Source
There are two types of data; Text and Image. Text data in this research is
movie manuscript, which consists of word, phrases and sentence. Image data in
this research is image capturing of an action in the movie which relates to the
research. The data are classified into two categories namely primary data and
secondary data. The sources of primary data are taken from the movie its self and
secondary data are taken from some books of literary and also other materials
such as the biography of the author, the website from internet about Female Agent
movie and the resources that support the analysis.
3. Object of the Study
The research of the research is The Female Agent movie directed by Jean
Paul Salome, published on 2010 in French and distributed by TMF Entertainment.
4. Technique of the Data Collection
In collecting the data, the researcher chooses library research. The
technique of data collection is done by following steps.
a. Watching and learning the movie repeatedly and carefully.
b. Taking notes of the influence information in both primary and
secondary data.
c. Arranging the data into several parts based on its classification.
d. Selecting particular parts of the script considered important and relevant
for analysis
e. Drawing conclusion and formulate its pedagogical suggestion.
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5. Technique of the Data Analysis
The technique of data analysis is descriptive approach. The steps by
taken by the writer in analyzing the data are as follows: the first is analyzing the
data based on its structural element. Focus is paid on the structural analysis of the
movie. The second step is analyzing the data based on psychoanalytic criticism.
Focus will be paid on the emotion and motivation of women in Female Agent
movie.
H. Research Organization
The researcher systemizes this research into five chapters. Chapter I is
introduction, which consists of background, literary review, problem statement,
limitation of the research, objective of research, benefit of the research, research
methodology, and the last is research organization. Chapter II comprises of the
Underlying theory, which present Notion of Psychoanalysis, Basic Concept of
Psychoanalysis, the structure of personality, Structural Elements of the movie, and
Theoretical Application. Chapter III Structural analysis of the movie, which
involves the Structural Elements of Characterize and Characterization, Setting,
Point of View, Plot, Style, Theme, and Discussion. Chapter IV is Psychoanalytic
Analysis. Chapter V is Conclusion and Suggestion.
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CHAPTER II
UNDERLYING THEORY
This chapter deals with the theory that related to the discussion of the major
character of psychology. The writer uses the approach of Freud’s psychoanalysis
theory to analyze the personality of main character and consider the relationship
between the psychology and literary work.
This chapter will be divided into five parts. They are the notion of
psychoanalysis, system of personality, anxiety, and the theoretical application.
A. Notion of Psychoanalysis
Psychoanalysis is a part of Psychological study. It has funder mental
assumption which divides the human’s mental life into two levels; they are
conscious and unconscious (Feist,1985:21). Conscious is everything about
human’s feelings and experiences in awareness (rational and logical) (Hjelle and
Ziegler, 1992:86) and the unconscious is all the thoughts, experiences, and a
feeling of which human is unaware (irrational) (Pervin, 1997:71)
Psychoanalysis appears thought the research of Doctor Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939). Psychoanalysis is branch of psychological that concern with the
study of level consciousness served as focal point in psychoanalytic thinking.
Psychoanalysis is a motivational theory of human behavior. It makes that our
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behavior

is

motivated

by unconscious

influences.

Freud

states

that”

psychoanalysis aims at and achieves nothing more than discovery of the
unconscious in mental life” (Pervin, 1997:71).
B. Structure of Personality
The study of the movie is based on psychoanalytic by Sigmund Freud. In
psychoanalytic theory of Freud, the personality is seen as structures, which consist
of three elements: id, ego, and superego (Hall and Lindzey, 1985:36).
1. The Id
According to Freud (Hall and Lindzey, 1985: 33) the id is the original
system of personality. From the id, the other system of personality grows. The id
as the oldest and basic component of personality. Id is not rational, contains secret
wish and strong scare. It has no knowledge of the objective reality that only
represents the inner world. The function of id is seeking the release of excitation,
tension, and energy. It operates according pleasure principle (Feist, 1985:81). It is
pursuit of pleasure and avoid of the pain. The id cannot tolerate the discomfort of
the tension caused by environment.
The id has two processes at its command. They reflect actions inborn
automatic reactions and usually it works immediately like blinking, sneezing.
Meanwhile, the primary process is the effort to reduce the tension by forming an
image of an object; it is called wish fulfillment (Hall and Lindzey, 1985:34).
When we see the war II and suddenly there is an accident we shout
immediately. Shout is an image from the human feeling when they feel fear.
Scramble is also an image when the human feel scare.
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2. The Ego
The ego is the system of personality that develops out of id to deal with
external world (Hall and Lindzey, 1985: 36). The ego follows the reality principle
and operates by secondary process is the process of realistic thinking. By using
secondary process, ego formulates plan to satisfy the needs and tests it by an
action to know whether the plan is successful or not. It is called reality testing. For
example: When someone hungry, he will think of where he can find the some
meals.
The main function of ego is as the facilitator between the instinctive need
with the condition of the real world. The ego will solve the problem of an
individual, to satisfy the needs. For example: women agent want to join in the
screat agent or female agent, they will prepare their weapon equipment in order to
join the war areas and be the winner.
3. The Superego
Superego is the representation of moral aim in personality. It represents
internalized parental value (Hall and Lindzey, 1985:34). The main function of
superego decides whether something is right or wrong in the society’s standard.
The superego is divided into two systems they are conscience and ego
ideal (Hall and Lindzey, 1985:36). The conscience punish as the result of wrong
behaviors. While the ego ideal is the reward of right behavior. For example when
the child always given reward for the good attitude, he will consider that what has
done as ego ideal. Meanwhile, when the child given punishment for the bad
behavior so he will consider that bad behavior as a bad thing.
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According to Freud (Hall and Lindzey, 1985:35) the functions of
Superego are: to inhibit the id impulses especially sexual and aggressive which
cannot be accepted by the society, foreign moral goals on the ego, and to reach the
perfection.
C. Notion of Emotion
Everyone in world must have experienced emotions, emotions that arise
either because right from within themselves or come from other people, and
therefore the authors wanted to investigate about the emotions of a woman who
happens in the Female Agent movie section the author want describes emotions,
and concept of emotion.
An emotion is a complex state of awareness involving inner sensation and
outer expressions that has power motivated us to act, in fact the word emotion
comes from Latin term with means to “move out” indicating its basic arousal
function. According to Charles Darwin “Emotion is largely inherited responses of
arousal that have a survival value in evolution” (Atwater, 1983).
1. Concept of Emotion
Emotion is often defined as a complex state of feeling that results in
physical and psychological changes that influence thought and behavior.
Emotionality is associated with a range of psychological phenomena including
temperament, personality, mood and motivation. According to author David G.
Meyers, human emotion involves "...physiological arousal, expressive behaviors,
and conscious experience." (Atwater, 1983: 80)
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a. Bodily Sensation
One of the earliest theories held that a person’s perception of an external
stimulus automatically aroused bodily change, such as the reflexive muscle
contractions that draw us back from electrical shock. Then, as an aftereffect, we
feel these sensations (Eastwood Atwater, 1983: 80).
An interesting result of neurological studies is the discovery that we can
control some of our emotions by manipulating certain sensations. For example,
since the brain acts selectively in regard to incoming messages, we can control the
emotion of pain by blocking he gates that allow pain signals to pass from the
afflicted body area to the brain, as in acupuncture, or by counteracting the pain
signals through electrical stimulations (Wang in Atwater, 1983).
b. Interpreted Sensations
Proponents of cognitive theories of emotion point out that emotion are
more than sensation. They are interpreted sensation. The bodily arousal of
sensations furnishes the intensity of an emotion, but its quality or meaning for us
is determined by relevant mental component (Atwarer, 1983: 81).
A series experiment by Stanley Schacher and Jerome Singer (1962) have
shown how our conscious experience of emotions depends very much on what we
think and how we interact with other when emotionally aroused.
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c. Adaptive Response
Adaptive function of emotions is to strengthen the social ties between
individuals and group.
Adaptive behavior refers to behavior that enables a person to get along in
his or her environment with greatest success and least conflict with others. In
education, adaptive behavior is defined as that which (1) meets the needs of the
community of stakeholders (parents, teachers, peers, and later employers) and (2)
meets the needs of the learner, now and in the future. Specifically, these behaviors
include such as effective speech, self-help, using money, cooking, and reading.
(Atwater 1983:82)
2. Awareness of Our Emotions
a.

Intensity of Arousal
This intense emotional reaction serves to arouse or motivate us to action.

But when we fell little or nothing is demanded of us. The intensity of our
emotions is probably influenced be hereditary factors, such as the characteristics
of our nervous system and glands. Age is also a factor. Children and adolescents
level of emotion is also influenced by our learning experiences (Atwater, 1983:
83).
b.

Personal Meaning
In general, the pleasant emotions such as joy, ecstasy, and love accompany

the satisfaction of our needs and desires, while the unpleasant emotions such as
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fear, anger, and jealously accompany interference or deprivation. In other words
the personal significant an emotion has for us tell us which kind of change is
occurring in our inner motivational sate in turn provides us with intuitive cues for
an appropriate response to the stimuli around us (Atwater, 1983:84).
Plutchick’s model of emotions, each section of the cone represents a
specific emotion. The horizontal dimension refers to the type of emotional
meaning, and vertical dimension refers to the intensity of arousal. The eight types
of emotional meaning arranged to the top of the cone according to how similar or
different they are in relation to each other. Positive emotions are ecstasy,
acceptance, and amazement. Negative emotions are rage, vigilance, loathing, grief
and terror. Some emotions are so different from each that they are polar extremes
or opposites, such as ecstasy and grief. The vertical dimension represents the
differences among emotions according to their intensity. Notice that the feeling of
pensiveness is less intense than grief, but has a similar meaning for us (Atwater,
1983: 85).
c. Momentary Experience
Knowing this adult can help us to experiences and express our emotions
more fully at the moment, realizing that our emotions may change. When our
moods resist change without sufficient reason in our circumstance, we may begin
to suspect the presence of

pathological factors, which may be either physical

or psychological (Atwater, 1983:86).
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D.

Concept of Motivations
In a sense, the entire field of psychology has to do with explaining

behavior in terms of its underlying causes. But in traditionally been called
motivation refers specifically to the study of inner causes. Motivation refers to the
inner conditions that energize and direct us toward purposive, goal seeking
behavior (Atwater 1983:23).
1.

Motive
A motivation is essentially a construct or an idea that psychologist and

others use to explain the variations in behavior that are not obviously attributable
to the situation it’s self. (Atwater, 1983: 23).
Accroding to Fremout E. kast dan james E. Rosenzweig (1970) definition
of motive as “a motive what prompts a person to act in a certain way or at least
develop appropensity for speccific behavior. The urge to action can tauched off by
an external stimulus, or it can be internally generated in individual thought
processes” (Atwater 1983: 24).
2. Push and Pull Motives
According to B.F. Skinner emphasize the role of environmental reinforces
and the pull that these external forces exert on our behavior. Most psychologists
tend to include both inner and outer types of clausal forces in their explanations of
behavior. They would probably agree that in actuality “the questions is how much
of motivations is push and how much is pull” (Atwater, 1983: 25).
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E.

Structural Element of the Movie
In this chapter, the writer will classify the structure element of the movie

into two parts. There are the narrative element of the movie and the technique
element of the movie.
1.

Narrative Elements of the Movie

a.

Characteristics and Characterization
Narrative of the film and television is balancing the character with

development of the story. According to Douglass and Harnden (1996:96)”the
action in dramas in which the character’s action are primarily driven by people
and events that are external to the character, often sacrifice characterization for the
story complications and speed”.
The moviemaker crews show a person as an actor who is doing something.
They show the personality of characters through manifestations such as the
expression of face, body posture, and also their clothing (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:96).
In general, the role of character will prosper when each characterization
can show individuality in his role. So that the audience will easy for
understanding and narrating the nature of each characters. Characters traits can
involve attitudes, skills, preferences, psychological drives, details of dress and
appearance, and any other specific quality the film creates for a character
(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:58).
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With understanding and narrating each character, the audience can catch
the message which is applied in this movie. By using the deep understanding, the
mentally and physically messages which is applied in this movie can persuade the
attitude and behavior of the audience.
b. Plot
The term plot is used for describing everything that visibly and audibly
present in the movie before use. The plot includes, firstly all the story events that
are directly depicted. Secondly, the movie’s plot may contain material that is
extraneous to theory world (Bordwell and Tompson, 1990:57). The basic elements
of dramatic structure found in most production are the beginning, the middle and
the end (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:48).
From the plot the audience can see the whole story of the movie by seeing
the location of the take place. What story and message which wants be conveyed
of the movie can be seen in the plot.
1) The Beginning
The beginning is about one quarter the length of a movie production
(Douglass and Harnden, 1996:48). In the beginning the audience is let know
where the story is going by the presentation of the actor as the hero or heroine and
other major participants, the setting of place and time, in how the story will be
played, the theme, the problems and also the premise (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:48-49).
In the beginning of the plot, the hero and the enemy has own territory
place, and problem that shows in the movie. Its mean the beginning, shows the
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each characters the hero and the enemy. Usually the problem of the movie rise in
the beginning and will be continued till climax and anticlimax of the movie.
2) The Middle
The middle section is about half the production or even a little longer
(Douglass and Harnden, 1996:49). The middle of dramatic structure contains the
struggle of the hero or heroine to achieve the solution of the problems that has
been defined, which discovered or created in the beginning (Douglass and
Harnden, 1996: 48-49).
The middle consists of two elements: Rising action and the climax. Rising
action is the conflict between characters which produced suspense to climax is the
highest points of the conflict; it is crucial event of the movie as a whole (Douglass
and Harnden, 1996:50).
In the middle shows the top or the climax of the problem between the hero
and the enemy which is showed in a competition, or fight between them. The
enemy and the hero meet in one situation and show each power to show who is
the most strong and powerful. Till the problem finish, one of the hero or enemy
end their action; die or lost their territory and power.
3) The End
The end is also called resolution. The ending of the story is giving the
problem solving all events in society. In this stage the hero and heroine resolve
their problem in a way satisfactory to the audience (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:50). In the end of this plot is showed the anticlimax between the hero and
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the enemy. In the end of the plot usually shows the ending of the story. Ending
with happy ending or bad ending.
Finally plot is sequence of events so the story is composed. Plot is a
linking of the exposition of the beginning consists of the rising section until
climax in which the major characters find their problems or conflicts. The middle
consists of the highest conflict, so it is called climax. The end consists of falling
action in which conflicts decrease, there are some problem solving. The producer
organizes his story or his movie appropriate to plot.
c. Theme
In discovering theme, the filmmakers will examine their attitude toward
the subject, study the material and analyze their knowledge of the audience.
Theme allows us to focus our attention (audiences) on certain aspects of the
subject while excluding others (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:3). Theme is the
basic idea of the story in which the author portrays through conflicts of characters
with other character or with life events.
2. Technical Elements of the Movie
According to Bordwell and Thompson (1990:126) technical elements
movie consist of Mise-en-Scene, cinematography, sound, and editing.
a.

Mise-en-Scene
Mise-en-Scene is the one of with which we are most familiar. In original

French, mise-en-scene (mezz-ahn-sen) means ”staging an action” and it as first
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applied to the practice of directing plays (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:127).
Mise-en-scene includes those aspects that overlap with the art of theatre: setting,
lighting, costume, and the behavior of the figures.
1)

Setting
Setting is where the audience can meet the characters or what environment

they can find the characters in the movie (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:109).
Setting builds what kinds of the story and the characters that the audience will
meet and what kinds of conflicts that will be occurred during a play (Douglas and
Harnden, 1996:110).
Setting plays are more active role in cinema than in most threatical styles.
Andre Bazin in Bordwell and Thompson (1990:130) writes “The human being is
all important in the theatre. The drama on the screen can exist without actors. A
banging door, a leaf in the wind, waves beating on the shore can heighten the
accessory, like an extra, or in counterpoint to nature which is the true leading
character”.
The moviemaker may control setting in many ways. One way is to select
an already existing locale in which to stage the action and the other hand, the
moviemaker may choose to construct the setting. According to Brodwell and
Thompson (1990:130) “Setting can crowed the actors or it can be reduced to zero,
to a striking absence, setting can also be convulsed contorted”.
Parts of setting may be done as paintings which are then photographed to
combine with full-sized object. The manipulation of a shot’s setting for narrative
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functions also implies that the setting may create props - another term indicating
the overlap between cinematic and threatical mise-en-scene (Brodwell and
Thompson, 1990:131-132). Thus, the setting is the environment of the movie
where the audience can recognize the details environment of the movie.
2)

Set Dressing and Props
Set dressings are the items in the scene such as furniture, photos or picture

on the wall, curtains, knick-knack on the table, lamps, rugs, and anything that
dresses the bare walls and floor of set (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:131) state
that “Props refers to objects that actors use in the drama or film such as a picture
of a love one, a base ball gloves, a un, a bouquet of flowers, or a pizza that
delivered to the door”.
Briefly, set dressing and prop are combination of movie’s properties. Set
dressing and prop are showing the characteristics of the move takes place.
3)

Costumes and Make-Up
Costumes can have specific functions in the total of film performance

(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:132). Costumes should express the personality of
the character, revealing his social status, tastes, and idiosyncrasies. Costumes are
often cut and marked in exaggerated way, so their characters can be distinguished
from the theatre’s back row, costumes for film usually must be believable in
close-up (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:131)
Make up in film art is not only for beautifying actor’s faces, but also
creates the actor’s faces to be older, younger, sharper, etc (Bordwell and
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Thompson, 1990:133). Make up was originally necessary because actor’s faces
would not register well on early film stocks, and it has been used in various ways
to enhance the appearance of actors on the screen. Make up also can aim at
complete realism (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:133).
Therefore, costume is some clothes worn by the actors to support the
quality of the character in the film. Costumes also reflect the period in which the
movie takes place and the social position of the character. Make up helps the
characters presents the external appearance of the movie. Both of costume and
make up also show period in which the story takes place.
4)

Lighting
In cinema, lighting is more than just illumination that permits the audience

to see the action. Lighting design is fundamental to the photographic arts;
meanwhile lighting setup is used to produce the desire lighting effects (Douglass
and Harnden, 1996:136). Lighting compositions are defined as either high-key
lighting design or low-key lighting design. Naturally, high key lighting and low
key treatments not only depend on lighting but on the colors in the scene as well
(Douglass and Harnden, 1996:136-137). According to Brodwell and Thompson
(1990:134) “Lighting is indirectly connected to the film stock for certain light
conditions have to be fulfilled according to the sensitivity of film”.
Lighting should provide a sufficient level of illumination because lighting
quality refers to the relative intensity of the illumination. According to Bordwell
and Thompson lighting can isolate four major features of film lighting: its quality,
direction, source and color.
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a.

Quality
Lighting quality here means the relative interesting of the illuminations. It

is devided into two, hard and soft lighting. (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:135).
b.

Source
According to Bordwell and Thompson (1990:134) there are three source to

develop to costume in the filmmaker. First is key lighting which is the light from
diagonally came the front and Fill light is eliminate shadows cast by the key light,
combination of the two, the exact degree of lighting can be controlled. (Bordwell
and Thompson, 1990:135).
c. Color
Color in lighting can be manipulated by shining motion lamps through a
transparent colored filter (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:136). The movie
lighting use realistic source to motivate the coloration of the light, natural comes
from sun light, white from the lamps, yellow from the lamp.
d. Direction
Direction means the path of light from it sources to the object. It is
distinguished from frontal lighting, side lighting, back lighting and top lighting,
and underligthing (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:134)
5. Figure Expression and Movement
Bordwell and Thompson (1990:137) said that here the word “figures”
covers a wide range of possibilities, since the figure may represent a person but
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could also be an animal, an object, or even a pure shape. Although abstract shapes
can become a part of the mise-en-scene, we usually think of figure expression and
movement as “acting” (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:137).
Since the character the actor creates is in part a figure in the mise-enscene, film may contain a wide variety of acting style. It is not always fruitful to
judge an actor’s performance by its “believability” in relation to some view me
may have of reality (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:137).
b.

Cinematography
A comprehensive account of cinema as an art cannot stop with simply

what is put in front of the camera. The shot does not exist until light and darks
pattern are inscribe on a strip of film. The moviemaker also controls what the
audience will call the cinematographic qualities of the shot. It consists of three
features: Photographic Qualities of Shot, Framing of Shot, and duration of Shot.
1) Photographic Quality of the Shot
Cinematography depends on large extent on photography. According to
Brodwell and Thompson (1990, 156-158), the moviemaker should control all the
visual qualities by manipulating movie stock and exposure. Exposure can be
controlled by regulating how much light pass the camera lens, thought images
shot with correct exposure can also be overexposure in developing and printing.
The moviemaker can select the range of the tone, manipulate the speed of
motion and change point of view (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:156). Therefore,
photography qualities of shot contain several components of film exposure.
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Moviemaker can control and manipulate their shot through their light, sound,
tone, etc.
2)

Framing of the Shot
Film frame produces a certain vantage point to get the material within the

image (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:167). A frame means the position from
which the object in the image is viewed. Frame can be powerfully to the image by
means of the way farming the position the angle, level, height and distance of a
vantage point into the image. Angle is the position of frame related to the image.
a) Angle
There are three categories of angle, the straight on angle, the high angle (it
position us “looking down” at the material within the frame) and the low angle (it
position us “looking up” at framed material). Level is the degree of framing.
Height is the distance the camera from ground. (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:
174)
b) Distance
Distance is the apparent of the frame image (Bordwell and Thompson,
1990:175-176).
According to Brodwell and Thompson (1990, 176-177) the distance of
angle concerns as follow:
Extreme long shot is the framing for landscapes, bird’s eyeview of
cities and other extensive entities. The long shot is the figure that is
more prominent, but the background still dominates and it permits a
nice balance of figure surrounding. The medium long shot are shots
at the same distance of non human subjects. The medium shot frames
the human body from the waist up, gesture and expression become
more visible. The close up is the shot showing just the head, hands,
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feet or a small object, it emphasizes facial expression, the details of a
gesture or a significant object. The extreme close up singles out of
portion of the face, isolates a detail, magnifies the minutes.

So that framing is giving bound area of setting in which it is caught in a
shooting process by camera lens. In creating good framing, framing position of
angle, level, height, and distance should be given attention. From all aspect, the
viewer can be easy to understand the story and catch the meaning of the story.
3) Duration of the Shot
To develop cinematography quality, it needs a note on the relationship of
short duration to the time consumed by the film events understand the duration of
shot. According to Bordwell and Thompson (1990:195) the duration of shot refers
to the shot or records of one camera to take the whole shot in movie production.
c. Sound
There are three advantages of sound in film production. Firstly, it engages
another sense mode: our visual attention can be accompanied by an aural
attention. Secondly, sound can actively shape how we interpret the image.
Thirdly, sound can direct our attention quite specifically within the image
(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:244). Sound in the cinema takes three forms:
speech, music, and noise (sound effects). The filmmakers should consider how
speech, music and noise are selected and combined for specific functions within
film (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:248).
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d.

Editing
Editing in film production is the task of selection and joining cameras

takes. It may be thought as the coordination of one shot with the next (Bordwell
and Thompson, 1990:207). Editing is easy to notice, it is only because of the
prevalent technique but also the disjunction of space, time and graphics made by
editing step o the eye attention (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:209). Bordwell
and Thompson, (1990:218) state that in continuity editing is to smooth over the
inherent discontinuity of editing process and to establish logical coherence
between shots.
Continuity editing can be developed into several parts. Axis of action or the
180° line consist of a person walking, two peoples conversing, a car racing along
a road is assumed to project along a discernible and predictable line (Bordwell
and Thompson, 1990:218). Establishing shot is delineating the overall space of
the office: the door, the intervening area, and the desk (Bordwell and Thompson,
1990:221). A reverse shot is simply a shot of the opposite end of the axis of action
and the eye-line match is the expressionless actors seem to looking at whatever is
in the next shot, it begins with character looking at something off-screen, then
there will be a cut to the object or person that he is looking at (Bordwell and
Thompson, 1990:221-222). Reestablishing shot is one of the most common
patterns of development of space in the classical continuity style.
Match on action is a figure stars to stand up and it is very powerful device
(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:222). Match on action is a tactic for ensuring
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spatial continuity (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:223). Cross cutting is an
unrestricted knowledge of casual, temporal, or spatial information by alternating
shots from one line of action in one place with shots of other events in other
places (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:228). Continuity editing also support the
quality of picture, so the viewer can enjoy the movie.
e.

Point of View
Point of view refers to the interest, attitudes, and belief associated with a

character’s group’s particular perspective (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:31).
There are two meanings of point of view. Firstly, point of view refers to camera
shot taken as if seen through the eyes of a character (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:31-32). Secondly, point of view refers to the perspective of the story teller.
This point of view is divided into three categories: first person, second person,
and third person (not omniscient) (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:31-35).
First person narrative can shift the balance form visual and dialogue, to
commentary and contemplative language (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:33).
In second person point of view, when the photographer of the cinema is
not establish a character in the scene, the audience feels that the direct address
being made to the camera speaks to the audience directly (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:34).
The meaning third person (not omniscient) in movie production is point of
view that the reader or viewer can enter the mind and hear the conscious thought
of the character, so the viewers know all of characters (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:35)
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f. Casting
Casting is a vital of the process of movie production for selecting an actor,
dancers, singers, models, and other talent for recorded performances. The casting
of characters in playing the part of an act is needed the brooding. The
characterization have to reach the expected of quality so that he can act his acting
better. The quality of character represents special mater which needed to look for
actor capable to understand and fulfill the overall of expected quality (Douglas
and Harnden, 1996:108).
Briefly, casting is one of the movie’s element in which it is a process of
selecting actors, dancer, and other character which is needed by this movie. This
process is very important in movie performance because casting can select all of
characters in order to maximally movie performance.
F. Theoretical Application
The writer develops this study by applying psychoanalytic Criticism. The
writer focuses in Emotion and Motivation to become a heroic in world war II in
French reflected by SOE agents of Female Agent movie. There are two steps in
analyzing the movie which consists of characters and characterization, casting,
plot, technical elements, point of view and theme. Second, the writer researches
the relationship the Psychoanalytic approach and the play in the film, it can be the
action and the dialogues of the characters. The steps will answer the problem
statements of the research.

CHAPTER III
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
This chapter deals with the structural analysis of Female Agent movie
(2010). The structural elements consist of character and characterization, setting,
plot, point of view, and theme. Those elements are closely related one to another
that forms a solid unity. These elements, furthermore, will be discussed in detail
as follows:
A. Structural Elements
The content of structural elements consist of two elements, there are;
narrative elements and technique elements. The narrative element will be
categorized into; characteristics and characterization, theme, plot. Those elements
have the coherence, relationship, and influence each other in building the movie.
The technical elements will be categorized into, mise-en-scene, cinematography,
sound, editing, point of view, and casting. Those elements are related each other
in making the movie interesting and challenging.
1. Narrative Elements
a. Characteristics and Characterization
Character is “the person in dramatic and narrative work, endowed with
moral and disposition qualities that are expressed in what they say, such as the
dialogue and what they do and their action” (Abram, 1981:65). There are two
kinds of character in the movie, there are; major character and minor character.
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The major character is the character which has the dominant and important
role in the story. The major characters are the main point of the story and take the
whole parts along the story. The major characters in Female Agent movie, the
writer will be divided into three persons; Louise Desfontanes, Jeanne Faussier,
Suzy Desprez, Gaëlle Lemenech, Karl Heindrich, Maria Luzzato, Sarah
Tullamore. All the major characters are the main idea of this movie that give
tasteful in this movie. On the other hand, the minor character is role less which be
a figurative character in this movie and give just some contribution to the story of
this movie. In spite of the fewer roles, the minor characters support the story to be
more alive.
1) Major Character
a)

Louise Desfontaines
Physically, she is beautifull women and a firm woman indicates from her

face and her skin. She has skillful woman who has a skill in sniper. She has
atractive and smart in her activity. Louise has shoulder leght hair, and her hair is
wavy.

Figure 1. Louise Desfontanes
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Mentally, actually he is smart and brilliant woman because of her
competence in a sniper. she is storong woman, smart, and consistence in her job.
She is smart indicates with her job as the sniper and agent in the war II. She is
beautifull and skillful people. She is white woman. She is good woman but rather
motivation to revenge for the death of her husband. Morality, she is adroit woman,
she has good spirit in the war, indicates; when she was become the sectret sniper
with her husband she dead french army.
Louise : I heard about your husband.I’m condole!
Piere : Claude was shot 40 days ago, I intend continue to fight with or
without your blessing!
Louise : how did you find me, Louise?
Pierre : an officer told me that you practice with a Desfontaines in
London
Louise : I do not think anything.
- I'm sure you've given up
Pierre : you're like my father, saying the war was a loss let's give it up.
(Female Agent/ disc 01/ TL: 00:06:51 )

About the social live, she is a nurse. she has one brother. He is Pierre. In
her family, she has good spirit. Louise is not only good spirit but she is strong
women. She has good motivation as a women although her husband killed in the
war. Not only good motivation to life in the word after killed of her husband but
also she has motivation defeat emotion in her self as a women. In the difficult
situation she must against her ego, that she desirs contribute to save the geologist
in nearby military hospital with her friend in French resistance of Frence. Louise
was persuaded one by one woman who wanted to accompany the mission.
Collonel Buck
Louise
Colonel Buck
Loise

:How long have you been working as a nurse in
Bourg-en Bresse?
: I never quit out.
: What do you want to go back there?
: I am here not to heal the victims.
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Colonel Buck
Pierre
Louise
Colonel Buck

: You'll evacuate a casualty of Hospital of German
in Normandy
: He is a geologist who works for us.
: I think, I can out him alone.
- disguised as a nurse?
: No!
- you’re going with five women like you, under the
command of Pierre.
(Female Agent/ disc 01/TL 00: 08:01 )

b) Suzy Despres
Physically, she is beautifull women. she has wave hair. She Suze fled
Paris to escape marrying her lover, German counter-intelligence officer Colonel
Heindrich. She is famouse as a striptise dancer.

Figure 2. Suzy Despres
Mentally, she is scaret women. Suze is a scatterbrain, a woman who only
ever thinks of herself. She's simply frivolous. She is a woman who has always
been overshadowed by an ugly past. Suzy is even scared and shy away from the
German people, she was willing to hurt herself than to remember his past.
Louise: I saw German soldiers!
Suzy: You want to me be in bed’s Heindrich?
-it is your mission?
-You make me look stupid, you're all rubbish, you,
Pierre, Buck and all SOE!
Eddy: SOE? what are you talking ?
Suzy: I don’t to see Heindrich again.
- I'm better died now.
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-You’ll make me die in his bed?
Eddy: calm down!
(Female Agent/ disc 02/ TL: 00:09:50/)

Morally, she is hard-headed people. she is work in Scretrial London. When
Louise persuaded Suze to join in the Louise’s mission and she must leave uniform
or her job, she stubbornly refused to do Louise and Pierre, she never goes back to
Paris, she would like to forget her endagement with Nazi officer, and he is
Colonel Heindrich. She is scaret women. Suze is a scatterbrain, a girl who only
ever thinks of herself. She's simply frivolous.
Louise: Ny. Despress, woman of French who fled to London, go
with a false identity and has a relationship with
Nazy, will be married on 14 October 1941 in
St.German but there was a wedding going on.
Leave the uniform and come with me!
Suzy: Why do not you come to me in advance if you already
know?
Pierre : Because we need you now
(Female Agent/disc01/TL: 00:17: 35)
.
Suzy: For my abilities in the field of secretary?
Pierre: No, don’t dance in your home.
Suzy: No, I can’t go back to Paris!
Pierre: Do this or you will face a court-martial?
Suzy: I'm leaving the my past.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL: 00:18: 35)

Socially, she was a woman who went to London, she is only child in her
family, but she chose to go to London with fake identities because they want to
forget the past. She work in Scretrial London.
Louise

: Ny. Despress, woman of French who fled to
London, go with a false identity and has a
relationship with Nazy, will be married on 14
October 1941 in St.German but there was a
wedding going on. Leave the uniform and come
with me!
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Suzy
Pierre

: Why do not you come to me in advance if you
already know?
: Because we need you now.
(Female agent/ disc 01/TL: 00:17:35)

c) Jeanne (Jullie Depardieu)
Physically, she is pretty woman. Jeanne is the prostitute who has
already killed in cold blood. She gets the death penalty case in Prison Holonday,
London.

Figure 3. Jeanne Fauzier
Mentally, she is a woman lavish because she is a prostitute, and Jeanne
want back to London, she was thought, after the war she will become a prostitute
again. So, she was against Louise and Gaelle who want save a Pierre from
Heindrich.
Jeanne
Louise
Jeanne
Pierre
Jeanne
Louise
Jeanne

: I know there must be something, what is this?
: we need you for a mission in France.
: I was having sex with whom?
: We told you previously striptease dancer in Soho?
: You need a girl teaser?
: We also need a girl who can kill!
: I'm not one to work for free.
(Female Agent/ disc01/TL: 00:12:41)
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Socially, she is prostitusie in London and killed in cold- blood. She
recieved the death law. Therefore, Piere and Loise come the Holoway prison for
persuaded Jeanne for join us in their mission by the way adjournment of execution
on the orders of the court representative. Finally Jeanne accept the Louise’s bid.
But Jeanne is a prostitusie, she was thought can live in clover, so she want back to
London soon. Louise interdict Jeanne and she would kill anyone who leaves
French. In the last mission Jeanne help to Louise to completed its mission and are
willing to sacrifice for Louise.
Eddy
Jeann e
Suzy

: We have to go fast!
: No, I can’t until our mission is complete we can’t
back out now.
: Take me now.
(Female Aget/disc01/TL:00:27:37)

d) Gaelle Lemenech (Deborah Francoise)
Physically, she a beautiful woman in among the other woman, she has
bright skin. Gealle is Cristian people. Her friend usually call me Gaelle Hoe. She
has a white and wavy hair. She is a chemist and explosives expert.

Figure 4. Gaelle Lemenech
Mentally, Gaelle is a timid woman in among other. She also insisted on
his religious.Gaelle are Young, religious and naïve, she sees the mission to France
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as her duty and destiny. After helping the commando unit to accomplish the first
part of its mission, she is confronted with the harsh reality of life as an undercover
agent when she is captured and tortured.
Heindrich

Gaelle
Heindrich
Gaelle
Heindrich

:Young women. I was disappointed to
Buckmaster, I need your help again, your
friends run away from me, where and when
there help?
: Help?
: Do not be stupid! I know how the SOE.
: Louis already knew that if I betrayed
them, he does not come to that place.
: She's a woman who likes to take risks.
(Female Agent/disc 02/TL: 00:06:56)

Gaelle
Heindrich
Gaelle
Heindrich
Galle

: If I speak what's in it for me?
: Freedom.
: Then in court and death penalty by SOE.
: You would prefer us to torture you?
: Afternoon, on the Concorde train, Pont de
Neully Platform.
(Female Agent/disc 02/TL: 00:07:53)

Socially, she was work in De Gaulle in London. She lives in Gaelle
unity in London, Gaulle experted in assembling the bomb but the frustration of
don’t able to detonate his explosives and finally she was met Louise. She was
recruited into the mission. Background of a Gaelle different between Louise,
Gaelle believed with her God and church, but since her husband, Louise did not
believe with Jesus and she does not back to church, this is problem they are
usually different argue. Gaelle also the expert and taining in comando.
Pierre
Gaelle
Louise
Pieere
Gaelle

: This (Cyanide) missed yours?
: This (Cyanide) is contrary for my religion.
: God does not care about what happens here.
: you say that, because your husband?
: brother shot him a birthday at the 20th, but I never
lost my faith.
(Female Agent/ disc02/ TL: 00:21:14)

Gaelle

: If the war ends, I'll turn on the candles in the
church for you.
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Louise

- You may think its stupid, but promise me you guys
do the same thing.
- you too Louise?
: I would not go back to church.
(Female AgentA/disc01/TL:00:35:33)

e) Maria Luzzato

Physically, She is beautiful and she was a nurse in Normandy Hospital.
Maria is An Italian contessa undercover with the French Resistance.

Figur 5. Maria Luzzato
Socially, Maria is a Jewish Italian. She is radio operator and the final
member of the team. Maria lost her whole family at the hands of the Nazis. She
works undercover with the Resistance in Normandy and her radio reports provide
important information in the preparations for the invasion of France.
Louise: what are their missions?
Maria: you’ll spend the night here; Bernard would take me to Lisieux.
I went straight to French. Sleep in the barn to be awake.
(Female Agent/disc01/ TL:00:41:28)

Mentally, darkly beautiful and impressively efficient, she relays the
units' progress back to London and plays a key part in determining the mission's
final objective.
Eddy: if I turn down!
Maria: all your familly will be send to consetration camp, you are know
this! If you don’t help me, I will killed you,now!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:16:55)
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e) Karl Heindrich
Physically, he is handsome man, Heindrich has bright skin, and brave,
he was colonel of Nazy. He has strapping and assertive man. He is ambition man
in his work untill he was forget his love story.

Figure 6. Karl Heindrich
Mentally, he is colonel one of the most senior German counterespionage officers in France. He is ambition in his mission to know the D-Day
landings will take place in Calais. He is trying to find out by holding expert
geologist.
Heindrich: for the last time, where this woman (Louise)?
Pierre: I do not know, I've never met her.
Heindrich: unbelievable! You may not care about the wound,
but what about your friend's injuries (Gaelle)? Where your
friends hide?
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:22:27)

Socially, The head of the German counter-intelligence in Paris. He was a
engaged with Suze Despres, but he choice his job as a colonel Nazy and he leave
Suze. When, Louise to know that a Suzy is engaged of Heindrich, and Heindrich
know plan of Louise. He heart kill Suze and he is preffering his mission than his
romance.
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Heindrich: Liliani for three years, I refuse to believe you're dead, why
did you leave me?
Suzy: forbidden love us!
Heindrich: give me another chance. Come with me to the German
tonight. What Buckmaster sent you?
Heindrich: don’t let them tarnish our desires.
(Female Agent/dics02/TL:00:37:18)

2) Minor Character
Those are the main characterization in this movie. Each actor are the
protagonist and antagonist actor. Besides that, there are some characterizations in
this movie that as additional characterization in this movie, such like: Pierre,
Maria, Colonel Maurine Buckmaster, Melchior, Eddy, Mme Duchemin,
Lieutenant Becker and Gerd Von Rundstedt.
a) Pierre Desfontaines
Pierre is Louise’s brother. He is handsome. He has bright skin. He was
a key of SOE agent.

Figure 7. Pierre Desfontaines
He has care with Louise. When his sister was dead the husband; he gives
the spirit to Louise. Pierre is a key member of the English SOE. Pierre is Louise's
brother. When the war started and their father sided with Vichy France, he joined
De Gaulle in London. He is now a key member of the English Special Operations
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Executive, with several successful undercover missions in occupied France to his
credit. And he has the scars to prove it. When he falls into Colonel Heindrich's
hands, the Nazi is delighted to inflict further punishment on him in his quest for
information about the D-Day Landings.
Louise : I heard about your husband.I’m condole!
Piere
: Claude was shot 40 days ago, I intend continue to
fight with or without your blessing!
Louise : how did you find me, Louise?
(Female Agent/ disc 01/ TL: 00:06:51 )

Finally in the mission Pierre is caught by Nazy. When the Pierre and SOE
agents leave the hospital Normandy, German officers arrive at the landing site,
and capture Pierre. Heindrich tortures Pierre for information, but Pierre resists.
Pierre is a man care with Louise, he want save Louise of Heindrich.
b)

Colonel Maurice Buckmaster
He is Colonel in French. He has an older age, he has dashing though, he

possessed a bald head and a small stature.

Figure 8. Colonel Buckmaster
He asked Pierre and Louise for join in SOE agent for save the geologist.
He is old people and he can help Louise to search Jeanne when the war was over.
He was in charge of SOE.
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Colonel Buck
Louise
Colonel Buck
Pierre
Louise
Colonel Buck

c)

: What do you want to go back there?
: I am here not to heal the victims.
: You'll evacuate a casualty of Hospital of German
in Normandy
: He is a geologist who works for us.
: I think, I can out him alone, disguised as a nurse?
: No, you’re going with five women like you, under
the command of Pierre.
(Female Agent/dics01/TL:00:08:09 )

Eddy
He is handsome man with white skin. He is the man like Liuetenant

Becker. He is a young socialite member of Heindrich's staff. He has blonde hair.

Figure 9. Eddy
Initially, he is staff of Heindrich but when meet Suzy and Jeanne, and
he want introduce Suzy to Heindrich. When, Eddy and Suzy talk about
Heindrich, Maria and Louise come to his apartment and made Eddy as prisoner,
they are threaten to Eddy. Finally, he contributed Suzy meet Heindrich. Eddy
join to SOE, he as spy mission and helped SOE or Desfontaines team.
Eddy: if I turn down!
Maria: all your familly will be send to consetration camp, you are know
this! If you don’t help me, I will killed you,now!
Eddy: Ok. I will!!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:16:55)

d) Melchior
Melchior is the guard of Meseum D’ Historre Naturelle, French.
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Figure 10. Melchoir
He was an aide to SOE, he delivered a message from Buck to SOE,
the SOE and provide information about the attacks to be carried out Nazy.
He gives gun to Louise in Mesuem, French.
Melcior: Louise?
- Follow me!
- Operations planned during the day on the platform
Concorde.
Louise: Gaelle betrayed us, why Buck want it?
Melchoir: Heidrich sure he'll be there, you will execute it!
Louise: on the train? or in public?
Melchoir: in Regina.
(Female Agent/ disc01/TL:00:14:41)

e)

Mme Duchemin
Duchemin is Head master at School of Blind Duroc, she is old
woman, she has white hair.

Figure 11. Mme Duchemin
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She was helped Louise and Jeanne escaping. She is trying to hide Louis and
Jeanne from Nazy.
Heindrich: Headmaster!
-What you learn for your students?
-Where Louise desfontaines?
Mme Duchemin: I don’t know someone named it!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:55:28)

f)

Liutenant Becker
He is handsome man and young. He has blonde hair. He is assistant of

Heindrich

Figure 12. Liutenant Becker
He is diligent, tenacious and hard-working he was very devoted to
Heindrich. When Heindrich.
Becker: I've talked to his secretary Rommel. Field marshals will
visit tomorrow. he will see you in berlin before returning
Heindrich: there I have to tell him.
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:30:12)

b. Plot
The term plot is used for describing everything that visibly and audibly
present in the movie before use. The plot includes, firstly all the story events that
are directly depicted. Secondly, the movie’s plot may contain material that is
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extraneous to theory world (Bordwell and Tompson, 1990:57). The basic elements
of dramatic structure found in most production are the beginning, the middle and
the end (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:48).
From the plot the audience can see the whole story of the movie by seeing the
location of the take place. What story and message which wants be conveyed of
the movie can be seen in the plot.
1) The Beginning
The beginning is about one quarter the length of a movie production
(Douglass and Harnden, 1996:48). In the beginning the audience is let know
where the story is going by the presentation of the actor as the hero or heroine and
other major participants, the setting of place and time, in how the story will be
played, the theme, the problems and also the premise (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:48-49).
In the beginning of the plot, the hero and the enemy has own territory
place, and problem that shows in the movie. Its mean the beginning, shows the
each characters the hero and the enemy. Usually the problem of the movie rise in
the beginning and will be continued till climax and anticlimax of the movie.
In The Female Agent movie (2010) directed by Jean Paul Salome the story
begin with the upon her return, she and her brother Pierre are sent by Colonel
Buckmaster on a critical mission to rescue a captured British geologist, who was
examining the sands on the beaches of Normandy in advance of D-Day, from a
nearby military hospital. She and Pierre convince a selection of women from
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among the FANY nurses' corps and French Resistance onto the team: Jeanne ,
Suzy, and Gaëlle.
German SS Colonel Heindrich has uncovered evidence of the geologist's
presence at Normandy, and tries to convince military leaders that the Allies are
planning to land at Normandy, but is laughed out of the room. Heindrich needs
some solid proof of his suspicions, and his officers identify the geologist at the
Normandy hospital. Heindrich travels to the hospital and tries to pry information
from the geologist.
Meanwhile, Pierre has laid out a plan by which two of the female SOE
agents will perform as cabaret dancers, as part of a show for the officers stationed
at the hospital, while Louise poses as a nurse. The cabaret finish their striptease
by tossing tear gas canisters under the seated officers (including Heindrich) while
Louise and an undercover FANY nurse, Maria, free the geologist in a harrowing
escape, with Heindrich in pursuit. While being taken to the airlift site, the
geologist reveals to Pierre that Heindrich "knows about Phoenix", a code word for
the planned Normandy operation.
Pierre realizes that Heindrich must be prevented from passing on what he
knows to the German command in order to safeguard the Normandy invasion
plans. He orders the women, who expected to be done after the Normandy rescue,
to travel to Paris, where Heindrich is stationed. After they leave, German officers
arrive at the landing site, and capture Pierre. Heindrich tortures Pierre for
information, but Pierre resists.
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2) The Middle
The middle consists of two elements: rising action and the climax. Rising
action is the conflict between characters which produced suspense to climax is the
highest points of the conflict; it is crucial event of the movie as a whole (Douglass
and Harnden, 1996:50).
In the middle shows the top or the climax of the problem between the
hero and the enemy which is showed in a competition, or fight between them. The
antagonist and the protagonist meet in one situation and show each power to show
who is the most strong and powerful. Till the problem finish, one of the
protagonist or antagonist and their action; die or lost their territory and power.
The Female Agent movie 2010 was directed by Jean Paul Salome not
only has one climax. At least there are two complications in this movie. The first
complication happen when the Heindrich's staff develop a photo that was taken by
an officer at the cabaret show in Normandy, and recover a clear image of Gaëlle,
one of the Desfontaines' team. At the Paris train station, Gaëlle is apprehended,
and the rest of the team finds shelter in a music school which is a cover for the
French Resistance. Heindrich presents Gaëlle to Pierre, threatening to torture her
if he doesn't talk, hoping to appeal to Pierre's empathy. An officer pulls out one of
Gaëlle's fingernails, and she immediately reveals the location of the school where
the rest of the team is hiding. While Heindrich's men arrive at the school, the girls
escape through a secret passage to the Paris catacombs. Imprisoned together,
Pierre tries to strangle Gaëlle but is stopped by their captors
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The second complication happens when Desfontaines meets with a contact
at the Natural History Museum, Melchior, who informs her of a plan to
assassinate Heindrich at the Concorde metro station. It has been discovered that
Suzy, one of Desfontaine's team, has had a previous relationship with Heindrich;
she will be used as a lure, through an undercover tip, to get Heindrich to the
station. Louise is provided with a sniper rifle to execute Heindrich while her team
takes positions in the station. At the station, Heindrich arrives on the tip, but
cannot be seen by Louise, who hides in the subway tunnel. With the help of
members of the French Resistance, the train is held up, with Suzy aboard.
Heindrich approaches the train, but Louise cannot get a clear shot; he enters the
train and approaches Suzy. Maria, on the train and caught off guard, hastily
attempts to shoot Heindrich, but is shot and killed by Heindrich's men. Heindrich,
realizing the trap, gets off the train; Louise takes a shot, but only grazes his ear.
The women manage to capture Eddy, a young socialite member of Heindrich's
staff, who the women coerce into helping them.
A new plan to assassinate Heindrich is hatched, again using Suzy as lure
but also as gunwoman. Eddy informs Heindrich that a woman resembling Suzy
will be at a nearby hotel. Jeanne, posing as a maid, plants a gun under the pillow
of the bed. Heindrich arrives at Suzy's hotel room, and begins to romance her. She
grabs the gun and aims, but she is unable to shoot her former lover. Heindrich
takes the gun away and begins to kiss her on the bed. Outside, Louise and
Melchior hear gunshots, and Jeanne runs out the back entrance. Louise and
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Melchior watch as a body covered with a sheet is wheeled out of the hotel, shortly
followed by Heindrich.
Louise is captured by Heindrich, and torturing her in front of Pierre, he
persuades Pierre to reveal all he knows. Pierre obtaining a promise from
Heindrich that Louise will not be executed, reveals all of the secrets of the plans
to use flooded pontoons to rapidly build a harbour at Normandy for a massive
landing of Allied troops. While Pierre confirms Heindrich's suspicions, he realizes
hell still needs hard proof to convince General Rommel of his discovery, so he
plans to take Pierre with him to Rommel as evidence. But, as the handcuffed
Louise looks on, Pierre, in a desperate bid to escape further humiliation - using a
blade grabbed from the torture table - commits suicide by slitting his throat.
Denied his proof, Heindrich renegs on his promise, and plans to have Louise
executed.
Back in their cell, Louise joins Gaëlle, who begs for forgiveness and
help from Louise, who gives both in the form of a tearful nod and the passing of
her cyanide pill. After Louise is taken away, Gaëlle prays alone in her cell, strips
naked, lies on the floor, and takes the pill.
3) The End
The end is also called resolution. The ending of the story is giving the
problem solving all events in society. In this stage the hero and heroine resolve
their problem in a way satisfactory to the audience (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:50). In the end of this plot is showed the anticlimax between the hero and
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the enemy. In the end of the plot usually shows the ending of the story. End with
happy ending or bad ending.
Finally plot is sequence of events so the story is composed. Plot is a
linking of the exposition of the beginning consists of the rising section until
climax in which the major characters find their problems or conflicts. The middle
consists of the highest conflict, so it is called climax. The end consists of falling
action in which conflicts decrease, there are some problem solving. The producer
organizes his story or his movie appropriate to plot.
In the end of The Female Agent movie there is one resolution that happen
when Pierre, Maria, Suze, Gaelle failed in their mission. Louise nearly executed
and on the way Louis was saved by Jeanne, Melchior, and Eddy. Although
Melchior Nazy killed by soldiers. Jeanne and Louise immediately save themself.
Colonel Buckmaster pilot assigned to the mission team pick SOE. Heindrich at
the same time in the station Gare de I 'Est, French. While Louise and Jeanne are in
the same station, Jeanne was shoot to soldiers of Nazy, Nazy immediately arrested
Jeanne.
Louise try to out of station with her reason bring the document to colonel
Heindrich, when she met Heindrich, Louise was shoot him. Finally, Heindrich
killed by Louise. Louise meet Buckmaster in London, in august 1944 German
released the colonialism. At Militer Hospital, London Louise devoted herself to be
a nurse. Buckmaster inform to Louise about Jeanne, but Louise not found Jeanne
alive, she was found capture of Jeanne in a stage dependent. At 8 may 1945,
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General headquarters of Eisenhower, vice command of German and head of state
signed the unconditional surrender of all the colonies of German.
This is end of the movie, Louise Desfontanes back to French and married
with a arcitecture, she was back to church and get the Crol de Guerre and Legion
d’Honneur award.
C. Theme
Theme allows us to focus our attention (audiences) on certain aspects of
the subject while excluding others (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:3). Theme is the
basic idea of the story in which the author portrays through conflicts of characters
with other character or with life events.
The theme in The Female Agent movie focus on “this film about women,
heroism is not just for men based on true events, true stories and real heroines.
Female Agents is a powerful rendition of the challenges that faced female World
War II Resistance fighters, who were constantly in the shadow of men and
accorded little importance for the roles they played in a violent and horrific war”.
The competition is limited by the emotion and motivation of each major
character that challenges to become the secret agent or the heroic efforts of the
French resistance and British secret services to undermine German rule occupied
France. The screed agent have a member five beautiful female and takes setting in
French. The emotion of Louise Desfontaines and her motivation in this film
different between other, Louise is woman have a mission in French or in SOE
agent because dead her husband killed by Nazy, she is recruited by her brother is
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Pierre when Nazy in their country. Next from Gaelle, she is a woman put
themselves, she has motivation when Louise and Pierre offer money in SOE, she
is have emotion when she was captured by Heindrich and she get torture from
Heindrich, while other members of SOE not capture by Nazy. Jeanne Fauzier, she
as a members of SOE because persuade from Louise and Pierre, she get a free of
her punishment in London and she get money from Buckmaster, so she will not be
a prostitute in her country. The last from Suzy Despres, she has a motivation to
meet with Heindrich and revenge to Heindrich, her emotion found when she when
she had joined the SOE for making love with Heindrich, she was in a difficult
situation when he learns of SOE missions. she did not want to die because French
Flag. The emotion and motivation are shown by SOE agents as the major
character and characterization of this movie.
B. Technical Elements of the Movie
According to Bordwell and Thompson (1990:126) technical elements
movie consist of Mise-en-Scene, cinematography, sound, editing, point of view,
and theme.
a. Mise-en-Scene
Mise-en-Scene is the one of with which we are most familiar. In original
French, mise-en-scene (mezz-ahn-sen) means ”staging an action” and it as first
applied to the practice of directing plays (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:127).
Mise-en-scene includes those aspects that overlap with the art of theatre: setting,
lighting, costume, and the behavior of the figures.
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1) Setting
Setting is where the audience can meet the characters or what environment
they can find the characters in the movie (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:109).
Setting builds what kinds of the story and the characters that the audience will
meet and what kinds of conflicts that will be occurred during a play (Douglas and
Harnden, 1996:110).
Setting plays are more active role in cinema than in most theatrical styles.
Andre Bazin in Bordwell and Thompson (1990:130) writes “The human being is
all important in the theatre. The drama on the screen can exist without actors. A
banging door, a leaf in the wind, waves beating on the shore can heighten the
accessory, like an extra, or in counterpoint to nature which is the true leading
character”.
The movie maker may control setting in many ways. One way is to select
an already existing locale in which to stage the action and the other hand, the
moviemaker may choose to construct the setting. According to Bordwell and
Thompson (1990:130) “Setting can crowed the actors or it can be reduced to zero,
to a striking absence, setting can also be convulsed contorted”.
Parts of setting may be done as paintings which are then photographed to
combine with full-sized object. The manipulation of a shot’s setting for narrative
functions also implies that the setting may create props - another term indicating
the overlap between cinematic and threatical mise-en-scene (Bordwell and
Thompson, 1990:131-132). Thus, the setting is the environment of the movie
where the audience can recognize the details environment of the movie.
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There are two settings in this movie that should be different; setting of
time and setting of place.
a)

Setting of Time
The Female Agent movie (2010) that was directed by Jean Paul Salome

was produces and takes place and time in twenty one century.
The setting of time, when in the first SOE was done in the night. this film
start when the Louse’s husband her husband killed during a sabotage mission on a
German train depot.
First time, in the morning while depature of SOE agent and the first
meeting between Pierre, Louise, Galle, Suzy and Jeanne. They planning of the
mission in the Tempsforfd London. In the morning in French Louise rescue the
geologist from Nearby military Hospital, she and Maria camouflaged as the nurse
in Normandy Hospital. When Lousie and Maria meet the geologist, Pierre, Gaelle,
Jeanne and Suzy enter to hospital, they was camouflage as entertain to armys,
Suzy and Jeanne as a striptease to entertain the army. When Louise and Maria
save the geologist Gaelle and Pierre prepare the car to they are getaway.
The second setting of time was taken when the captured Pierre. Heindrich
captured Pierre in the night till evening. He orders the women, who expected to be
done after the Normandy rescue, to travel to Paris, where Heindrich is stationed.
After they leave, German officers arrive at the landing site, and capture Pierre.
The setting of time, the second Galle captured was done in the morning. In
Saint Lazare satiation, Gaelle captured by Heindrich and she is capture to the
bring in the Gestapo office in French, Gaelle
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In daily activities, Lousie and friends is as a SOE agent. She is spirit back
to London and save their friend and her brother everyday starting from the
morning till evening. The team works together in the SOE agent; Jeanne, Maria,
Suzy, Eddy and help of Melchoir and Mme duchemin etc.
b)

Setting of Place
The second setting is setting of place. The Female Agent movie takes place

in the some places that frequently repeated. The whole setting of place in this
movie is in the London and French. Some places that are used in the movie such
like: , Tempsford Air Lines London, Normandy Beach, in Nearby military
Hospital, in Gestapo office French, in Corcorado Peron, and in Gare De I’ Est
station and SOE office in London.
Tempsford Air Lines. In this place when the first time Pierre, Louise join
us with Gaelle, Jeanne and Suzy. In this place they are plan their mission to save
geologist in Normandy.
Normandy beach. In the Normandy beach the SOE agent will be landing,
in Normandy beach to screet landing for SOE agent.
In the Nearby Military hospital, in this place Louise meet Maria. In this
hospital their mission can be realize. First time for Louise to see Colonel
Heindrich, when Louise and Maria enter to Hospital Pierre, Gaelle, Jeanne and
Suzy entrace too. Gaelle and Pierre prepare to the mission Jeanne and Suzy as
striptease to entertain army in Nearby Hospital.
In the Gestapo office French, in this place the Heindrich hostage Pierre,
Louise and place of the death Gaelle and Pierre. In here, Heindrich tortured
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Louise, Pierre and Gaelle to give information about phoenix in Normandy Beach,
but Pierre don’t it.
In the Concorado Peron. Concorado Peron is where the Maria death and
captured Louise. In here SOE agent try kill the Heindrich but the mission is failed
because captured Louise and death of Maria.
In Gare de I’ Est station, French. In this place the Louise and Jeanne try to
back to London, but Louise arrange the strategy. The stations keep by Nazy and
Heindrich as Commando but Louise can kill Heindrich in this station,
unfortunately the Nazy captured Jeanne.
2)

Set Dressing and Props
Set dressings are the items in the scene such as furniture, photos or

picture on the wall, curtains, knick-knack on the table, lamps, rugs, and anything
that dresses the bare walls and floor of set (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:131)
state that “Props refers to objects that actors use in the drama or film such as a
picture of a love one, a base ball gloves, a un, a bouquet of flowers, or a pizza that
delivered to the door”.
Briefly, set dressing and prop are combination of movie’s properties. Set
dressing and prop are showing the characteristics of the move takes place.
The set dress and prop of SOE Agent and their environment in daily
activities.
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Picture 13. Outside Gestapo Office Picture 14. Inside Gestapo Office
The picture shows the Gestapo office setting. The threaten figure shows
the setting of Heindrich’s office from the outside and the fourteen figure shows
the setting inside of the office. There are tables, chairs, books, and lamp in the
office. This is the situation when the Heindrich and member spend their time
except in the introgatte room.
The most of time Heindrich and member the time in the investigation
room. His activities in the office for a break, looking for ideas for further action,
or interrogated prisoners in the role in space. The main set of Heindrich’s room or
introgatte room from the outside maybe inside.

Picture 15.In Front Gestapo

Picture 16. Interrogate Room

The fifteen picture is the main set or the position of Pierre capture of Nazy
from the outside. The fourth picture is the situation inside of the Gestapo or
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interogatte room. There three people: Pierre, Heindrich, and Gerd Von Rundsedt.
There is Pierre tortured to open the mouth about phoenix.
3)

Costumes and Make-Up
Costumes can have specific functions in the total of film performance

(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:132). Costumes should express the personality of
the character, revealing his social status, tastes, and idiosyncrasies. Costumes are
often cut and marked in exaggerated way, so their characters can be distinguished
from the theatre’s back row, costumes for film usually must be believable in
close-up (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:131).
Make up in film art is not only for beautifying actor’s faces, but also
creates the actor’s faces to be older, younger, sharper, etc (Bordwell and
Thompson, 1990:133). Make up was originally necessary because actor’s faces
would not register well on early film stocks, and it has been used in various ways
to enhance the appearance of actors on the screen. Make up also can aim at
complete realism (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:133).
Therefore, costume is some clothes worn by the actors to support the
quality of the character in the film. Costumes also reflect the period in which the
movie takes place and the social position of the character. Make up helps the
characters presents the external appearance of the movie. Both of costume and
make up also show period in which the story takes place.
The Costumes in The Female Agent movie that is directed by Jean Paul
Salome in 2010 was produce in TMF distribution of French people that can be see
a costum in the war II by their own style and mode. The five women to be very
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natural, but also very pretty. Costum designer of this film didn't want them to be
badly dressed simply because this was wartime. For each of the actresses, we
chose the shapes, material and colors that suited them best in order to give them
each a distinctive look. We had to imagine the characters in all sorts of different
situations, especially in the central action sequences, in Britain and Normandy,
when the action is intense and stretches over several days. To maintain the
realism, the designer decided that they would hardly change their costumes in that
period. Focus of the study is SOE Agent and Heindrich. SOE agent they are a
natural but also pretty woman. In costme of Suzy changes more frequently partly
because she is more frivolous than the others and, above all, because she is used
as bait for the Germans.
SOE agent is woman in the war II, theey are simple and beatifull The
costumes that their wears always support his performance in the stage. SOE
always wears cloth for woman in office in French, This vision of Paris is also
useful in showing that our five female characters really are fighting for some.
Sometimes, they wear gloves, hat and wear long pants or skrit. Long pants and
skirt always wear in his daily activities.

Picture 17. Costume in Office

Picture 18. In Daily Activity
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The makes-up in The Female Agent movie 2010, the actors and actress are
white people. The focus of this study is major characters are the first, Louise is
white people and she is a simple woman in this movie. Her make-up just makes
the lighting look bright and sharp.

Figure 19. Bright and Sharp Make-Up
Gaelle and Maria they are same with Louise, she is simpe woman, their
make up just make the lighting look bright and sharp.

Figure 8.

Figure 20.Simple Make-Up

Figure 21.Bright and Sharp

The next, Suzy is white people, she is use glamour make up
because changes more frequently partly because she is more frivolous
than the others and, above all, because she is used as bait for the
Germans.
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Figure 22. Galmour Make-Up
Jeanne is a white people she is use glamour make up between
other member. Heindrich a white people, His make-up just makes the
lighting look bright and sharp.

Figure 23.Glamour

Figure 24. Bright and Sharp

4) Lighting
In cinema, lighting is more than just illumination that permits
the audience to see the action. Lighting design is fundamental to the
photographic arts; meanwhile lighting setup is used to produce the
desire lighting effects (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:136). Lighting
compositions are defined as either high-key lighting design or low-key
lighting design. Naturally, high key lighting and low key treatments
not only depend on lighting but on the colors in the scene as well
(Douglass and Harnden, 1996:136-137). According to Brodwell and
Thompson (1990:134) “Lighting is indirectly connected to the film
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stock for certain light conditions have to be fulfilled according to the
sensitivity of film”.
Lighting should provide a sufficient level of illumination
because lighting quality refers to the relative intensity of the
illumination. The source of lighting can be form fire, sun, lamp,
candle, and soon. According to Bordwell and Thompson lighting can
be described four major features of film lighting its: quality, source,
color and direction.(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:135).
a) Quality

Lighting quality here means the relative interesting of the
illuminations. It is devided into two, hard and soft lighting.
(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:135). After watching the movie,
the writer concludes that this movie uses hard and soft lighting.
Hard lighting is shown when occurs Jeanne fauzier save Louise
from Nazy in the way when Louise get extreame penalty. Second,
when occurs all agents in the temsford airport.

Figure 25. Hard Lighting 1

figure 26. Hard Lighting II
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While the soft lighting is created when occurs Louise all
member of SOE in the air plane this is the face Pierre and Gaelle
contrast between light and shade and second soft lighting when
occurs Jeanne and Louise hidden in School of Duroc.

Figure 27. Soft Lighting I

Figure 28. Soft Lighting II

b. Source
According to Bordwell and Thompson (1990:134) there are
three source to develop to costume in the filmmaker. First is key lighting
which is the light from diagonally came the front. The second is fill light
where the light position comes from the near camera. This movie uses
source light. The key light when occurs Suzy came in Regina Hotel to
meet Heindrich.

Figure 29. Key Lighting
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Fill light is eliminate shadows cast by the key light, combination
of the two, the exact degree of lighting can be controlled. (Bordwell and
Thompson, 1990:135). The fill lighting is shown when occurs, Maria and
Suzy walk in the way, and they are see soldier of Nazy.

.
Figure 30. Fill Lighting
c. Color
Color in lighting can be manipulated by shining motion lamps
through a transparent colored filter (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:136).
The movie lighting use realistic source to motivate the coloration of the
light, natural comes from sun light, white from the lamps, yellow from
the lamp. This movie decides to use realistic color because genre of this
film is war and romantic situation and setting in this film in the hide
place, hotel and war areas.

Figure31. Natural Color from Sun Figure32. Yellow from Lamps
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Figure 32. White from Lamp I

figure 34. White from Lamp II

d. Direction
Direction means the path of light from it sources to the object. It
is distinguished from frontal lighting, side lighting, back lighting and top
lighting, and underligthing (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:134).
First, frontal lighting it can be recognized by its tendency to
eliminate shadow and the result is fairly flat looking image as in the
pictures below when Jeanne with Suzy in bad room.

Figure 35. Frontal Lighting
Second, side lighting is also used in the movie. The lighting comes from
one side of the person or object. It happen when occurs Gaelle the first time in
Gestapo prison, she is anxiety and afraid. Gaelle’s face look pale from
otherside.
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Figure 36. Side Light
Back Lighting is used in this movie, back lighting is defines
depth by sharply distinguish an object from its background.

Figure 37. Back Lighting
5) Figure Expression and Movement
Bordwell and Thompson (1990:137) said that here the word “figures”
covers a wide range of possibilities, since the figure may represent a person but
could also be an animal, an object, or even a pure shape. Although abstract shapes
can become a part of the mise-en-scene, we usually think of figure expression and
movement as “acting” (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:137).
Since the character the actor creates is in part a figure in the mise-enscene, film may contain a wide variety of acting style. It is not always fruitful to
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judge an actor’s performance by its “believability” in relation to some view me
may have of reality (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:137).
In this movie uses all movement and figure expression. All actors and
actress can act belong to their characters. The movement and figure expression of
this movie, such like: angry, cry, happy, sad, confuse, sick, health, and. Those
expressions are used in the movie to show the detail character and
characterization. The detail of character and characterization can make the
audience easier to understand the situation and the condition where and when the
image take place and time.
b. Cinematography
The moviemaker also controls what the audience will call the
cinematographic qualities of the shot. It consists of three features: Photographic
Qualities of Shot, Framing of Shot, and duration of Shot.
1) Photographic Quality of the Shot
Camera distance helps to determine what detailsthat will be noticed, what
object that will be executed from frame and the long shot, medium close up, close
up and extreme close up (Bordwell and Thompson 1990:175) Female Agent
movie use all type of distance, but this movie use long shot, medium and close up.
2)

Farming of the Shot
Film frame produce a certain vantage point to get material within the

image (Bordwell and Thompson 1990:167). Frame can be powerfully to the image
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by means of the way farming the position the angle, level, height and distance of a
vantage point into the image. Angle is the position of frame related to the image.
a) Camera Angle
Angle is the position of frame related to the image. It refers to how far and
how high. There are three categories of angle, the straight on angle, the high angle
(it position us “looking down” at the material within the frame) and the low angle
(it position us “looking up” at framed material) (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:
174).
In this movie the filmmaker use good angle between the straight on angle,
high on angle and low angle. The straight on angle when occurs Suzy entrance to
Regina Hotel for meet Heindrich. High angle use when Karl Heindrich in toilet in
Normandy Hospital, Louise shot him in the toilet, low angle when occurs staff of
French governments call Melchoir.

Figure 38. High Agle

Figure 39. Straight Angle
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Figure 40. Low Angle
b) Camera Distance
Distance is the apparent of the frame image (Bordwell and Thompson,
1990:175-176).

The distance of farming divides into Extreame Long Shot,

Medium Long Shot, Medium shot, Medium Close up, Close up and Extreme
Close up.

Figure 41. Extreame Long Shot

Figure 42. Medium Long Shot
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3)

Figure 43. Medium Shot

Figure 44. Medium Close-Up

Figure 45. Close-Up

Figure 46. Extreame Close-Up

Duration of Shot
To develop cinematography quality, it needs a note on the relationship of

short duration to the time consumed by the film events understand the duration of
shot. According to Bordwell and Thompson (1990:195) the duration of shot refers
to the shot or records of one camera to take the whole shot in movie production.
The duration of this moive is 116 minutes.
c. Sound
There are three advantages of sound in film production. Firstly, it engages
another sense mode: our visual attention can be accompanied by an aural
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attention. Secondly, sound can actively shape how we interpret the image.
Thirdly, sound can direct our attention quite specifically within the image
(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:244). Sound in the cinema takes three forms:
speech, music, and noise (sound effects). The filmmakers should consider how
speech, music and noise are selected and combined for specific functions within
film (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:248).
The music that was used in the Female Agent movie 2010 are mixture of
instrumental as a soundtrack. The music is from Vincent Guillon. The audience’s
can hear the sound from many sides not only from one side like in mono stereo
but also the audience can hear the sound from all of sides. It makes the audiences
more satisfying to watch the movie.
d. Editing
Editing in film production is the task of selection and joining cameras
takes. It may be thought as the coordination of one shot with the next (Bordwell
and Thompson, 1990:207). Editing is easy to notice, it is only because of the
prevalent technique but also the disjunction of space, time and graphics made by
editing step to the eye attention (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:209).
a.

Axis of Action
Axis of action consist of a person walking, two peoples conversing, a car

racing along a road is assumed to project along a discernible and predictable line
(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:218). The Axis of Action of this movie when
occurs Liurent came in Heindrich’s room, they are talk about scret agent.
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Figure 47. Axis of Action
b.

Establishing Shot
Establishing shot is delineating the overall space of the office: the door,

the intervening area, and the desk (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:221). This film
show establishing shot when Louise, Pierre and Buck in the office and they are sit
in different chair they are talk about their mission in French.

Figure 48. Establishing Shot
c. A Reverse Shot
A reverse shot is simply a shot of the opposite end of the axis of action and
the eye-line match is the expressionless actors seem to looking at whatever is in
the next shot, it begins with character looking at something off-screen, then there
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will be a cut to the object or person that he is looking at (Bordwell and Thompson,
1990:221-222). When Louise in the café with Gaelle.

Figure 49. Reverse Shot
d. Reestablishing Shot
Reestablishing shot is one of the most common patterns of
development of space in the classical continuity style. Sshow in the
Normandy Hospital Gaelle walk entrance to radio room and Pierre shot the
oprator radios.

Figure 50. Reestablishing Shot
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e. Match on Action
Match on action is a figure stars to stand up and it is very powerful
device (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:222). Match on action is a tactic
for ensuring spatial continuity (Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:223).
When occurs Louise and Pierre in the court and they are stand up and talk
about phoenix.

Figure 51. Match on Action

f. Cross cutting
Cross cutting is an unrestricted knowledge of casual, temporal,
or spatial information by alternating shots from one line of action in
one place with shots of other events in other places (Bordwell and
Thompson, 1990:228). Continuity editing also support the quality of
picture, so the viewer can enjoy the movie. It happened in the court
when Pierre interdicts all agents to back London.
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Figure 52. Cross Cutting 1

figure 53. Cross Cutting II

e. Point of View
Point of view refers to the interest, attitudes, and belief associated with a
character’s group’s particular perspective (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:31).
There are two meanings of point of view. Firstly, point of view refers to camera
shot taken as if seen through the eyes of a character (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:31-32). Secondly, point of view refers to the perspective of the story teller.
This point of view is divided into three categories: first person, second person,
and third person (not omniscient) (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:31-35).
First person narrative can shift the balance form visual and dialogue, to
commentary and contemplative language (Douglass and Harnden, 1996:33).
In second person point of view, when the photographer of the cinema is
not establish a character in the scene, the audience feels that the direct address
being made to the camera speaks to the audience directly (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:34).
The meaning third person (not omniscient) in movie production is point of
view that the reader or viewer can enter the mind and hear the conscious thought
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of the character, so the viewers know all of characters (Douglass and Harnden,
1996:35).
The point of view of Female Agent movie 2010 that was directed by
Robert Cohen is non-participant or the third person not narrator, it means that the
author does not introduce or involve himself as the character of the story.
f. Casting
Casting is a vital of the process of movie production for selecting an actor,
dancers, singers, models, and other talent for recorded performances. The casting
of characters in playing the part of an act is needed the brooding. The
characterization have to reach the expected of quality so that he can act his acting
better. The quality of character represents special mater which needed to look for
actor capable to understand and fulfill the overall of expected quality (Douglas
and Harnden, 1996:108).
Briefly, casting is one of the movie’s element in which it is a process of
selecting actors, dancer, and other character which is needed by this movie. This
process is very important in movie performance because casting can select all of
characters in order to maximally movie performance.
The all star that cast in the Female Agent movie (2010) by Jean Paul
Salome, followed in list below:
1. Sophie Marceau as Louise Desfontaines
2. Julie Depardieu as Jeanne Faussier
3. Marie Gillain as Suzy Desprez
4. Deborah Francois as Gaelle Lemenech
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5. Morizt Bleibtreu as Karl Heindrich
6. Maya Sanza as Maria Luzzato
7. Julien Boisselier as Pierre Desfontaines
8. Vincent Rottiers as Eddy
9. Volker Bruch as Lieutenant Becker
10. Robin Renucci as Melchior
11. Colin David Reese as Colone Maurice Buckmaster
12. Jurgen Mash as Gerd Von Rundsedt
13. Xavier Beauvois as Claude Granville
14. Alexandre Jazede as Rene Bourinne
C. Discussion
After analyzing the structural elemennts of the movie the preceding
analysis to complete the study is relating the entire element one by one
putting back into unity. The movie Female Agent movie, this film was
inspired of the true story of Lise Villameur that helps fight the French
during World War II. Written of Script by Laurent Vachaud and Jean
Paul Salome. Jean Paul Salome is the director of the movie Female Agent.
In this movie he tries to explore how SOE agents have motivation and
emotion to become French resistance and British secret services to
undermine German rule occupied France. The theme of the movie is
motivation and emotion of SOE agent is a powerful rendition of the
challenges that faced female World War II Resistance fighters.
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The major characters in this movie are Louise Desfontaines, Gaelle
Lemench, Jeanne Faussier, Suzy Despres and Karl Heindrich. Louise
Desfontaines in this movie is acted by Sophie Marceau, she acted as leader
of the all-woman commando unit who has beautiful and sniper. Gaelle
Lemench acted by Deborah Francois; she is a member of SOE and
explosive expert. Jeanne Faussier acted by Julie Depardieu, she is as a
member of SOE and she is a prostitute who has already killed in cold
blood. Suzy Despres is a showgirl who excels in the art of seduction. She
is she has wave hair. She Suze fled Paris to escape marrying her lover,
German counter-intelligence officer Colonel Heindrich. Karl Heindrich
acted by Moritz Bleibtreu, he is The head of the German counterintelligence in French, he is one of the most senior German counterespionage officers in France.
The minor characters are Pierre Desfontaines, Maria, Vincent
Rottiers as Eddy, Volker Bruch as Lieutenant Becker, Robin Renucci as
Melchior, Colin David Reese as Colone Maurice Buckmaster, Jurgen
Mash as Gerd Von Rundsedt, Xavier Beauvois as Claude Granville,
Alexandre Jazede as Rene Bourinne. Pierre Desfontainess is acted by
Jullien Boisselier. In the movie he is as Louise’s sister that the only one of
the member in Louise family. In the mission, Pierre is someone a key of
English SOE. Maria is acted by Maya Zansa; she is An Italian contessa
undercover with the French Resistance. Eddy acted by Vincent Rettiers.
Eddy is socialite member of Heindrich staff; he was helped Suzy and
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Heindrich meet in Regina Hotel. Lieutenant Becker acted by Volker
Bruch. He is Heirich Staff in Gestapo and he is member of Nazy. Melchior
acted by Robin Renucci, he is guard of Meseum D’ Historre Naturelle,
French. He was an aide to SOE, he delivered a message from Buck to
SOE, the SOE and provide information about the attacks to be carried out
Nazy. Colone Maurice Buckmaster acted by Collin David Reese, he is
Colonel French and he was charge SOE. Mme Duchemin is head master of
School Blind Duroc, she is helped Louise and Jeanne escaped.
In Female Agent movie 2010 by Jean Paaul Salome, SOE agent or
major characters has high motivation and emotion to become a French
resistance from colonial German. They join in SOE agent. SOE agents
have a different people, background to join member SOE and different
motivation in their mission. The woman wants to heroic in French
resistance in war II.
The whole setting of place of this movie is in the French, but there
are some places where the movie take places, such like Tempsford Air
Lines London, Normandy Beach, in Nearby military Hospital, in Gestapo
office French, in Corcorado Peron, and in Gare De I’ Est station and SOE
office in London. In the beginning of this movie take place in the
Tempsford Air Lines. The setting of time of the movie is in the early of
twenty-first century (Female Agent 2010).
The point of view in this movie is third person with non-omniscient
characters. Jean-Paul Salomé wanted the five women to be very natural,
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but also very pretty. He didn't want them to be badly dressed simply
because this was wartime. For each of the actresses, we chose the shapes,
material and colours that suited them best in order to give them each a
distinctive look.
The stuctural elements of the movie also support the story of this
movie. Jean Paul Salome found the character for this movie as close as
possible to the character in the play by casting process. He selects the best
actor and actress such as Sophie Marceau (Louise Desfontaines), Julie
Depardieu (Jeanne Faussier),

Marie Gillain (Suzy Desprez), Deborah

François (Gaëlle Lemenech), Moritz Bleibtreu (Karl Heindrich), Maya
Sansa (Maria Luzzato). The aspect of Mise en scene also perform here
such as costume by Pierre-Jean Larroque, he manages the proper costumes
in order to make good performances in this movie. They can manage the
make up for actors and actresses as naturall as based on their characters in
the movie. The other aspects are lighting and sound. The lighting in this
movie gives strong impression to build the situations. The quality of the
sound in this movie are the mixture of classical music. The soundtrack of
this film is the classical music.
Based on the study, the story of the movie can be reflected in War
II. In War, human has motivation and emotion in their life to be a free
from colonialism. In their motivation and emotion, human has disturbance
that always disturb them in his way to catch their motivation and emotion.
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But the human should have the choice to pass their life, may be bad or
happy. One people to another have different characteristics in their life.
From the explanation above, it can be seen that the element of the
story such as character and characterization, plot, setting, point of view,
theme, style are structurally in unity and related one another in building
the story. In addition, the stories are impressive and well organized in
combining several cases. The last but not least, the interrelationship
between structural elements builds the play more believable and existed.
For work hard of the teamwork and all the people who get involved in this
movie, Female Agent movie get some conflicts and some solves. The SOE
agent and Heindrich as the main actor in this movie get complicate plot but
easier to understand to the audience. Naturally, human tends to have
problem in their life. It motivates human to solve their problem. Besides
that, as human being it is normally to have an emotion. SOE agent or
female agents as the major character in this movie have an Emotion and
Motivation to be a powerful rendition of the challenges that faced female
World War II Resistance fighters.

CHAPTER IV
PSYCHOANALYTIC ANALYSIS
This chapter deals with the analysis of the movie by using psychoanalytic
criticism theory by Sigmund Freud. In the discussion of the analysis, the
researcher will analyze the mental condition of the major character the emotion
and motivation to be the secret agent or the heroic efforts of the French resistance
and British secret services to undermine German rule occupied France.
To make it easier, the researcher classifies the analysis into four parts. The
first part presents the analysis of personality, through theory of personality. The
second part shows the anxieties of mental condition. The third part shows their
emotion in the war between themself and environment. The fourth part their
motivations to exist and keep themselves from the war to get their mission. The
last is the discussion of analysis.
A. Analysis of Louise’s personality
1.

Id
According to Freud (Hall and Lindzey, 1985: 33) the id is the original

system of personality. From the id, the other system of personality grows. The
function of id is seeking the release of excitation, tension, and energy.
The id of Louise Desfontaines is becoming a heroic effort of the French
resistance. She uses all way to get her dreams. Join in the SOE agen, lost her
husband, lost her pregnancy, threatened of soul, and left his job as a nurse, gets
abuse from Heindrich.
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The first id begins Louise Desfontaines meets with her brother in the café.
She is tells to Pierre about died of her husband. Actually Louise Desfontaines say
to Pierre she want fight in the war, although without Pierre.
Louise : I heard about your husband.I’m condole!
Piere

: Claude was shot 40 days ago, I intend continue to fight with or
without your blessing!
Louise : how did you find me, Louise?
(Female Agent/ disc01/TL:00:06:51)

In the second, when she was with her brother, they are sent by Colonel
Buckmaster on a critical mission to rescue as a secret agent posing as a nurse and
to deliver expert Geologist at Military Hospital, Normandy.
Colonel Buck
Loise
Colonel Buck
Pierre
Louise
Colonel Buck

: What do you want to go back there?
: I am here not to heal the victims.
: You'll evacuate a casualty of Hospital of German in
Normandy
: He is a geologist who works for us.
: I think, I can out him alone, disguised as a nurse?
: No, you’re going with five women like you, under
the command of Pierre.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:08:09)

The third id, when occurs she is ran out of hiding places to lurk Nazy,
she was almost killed by someone but, Gaelle was saved her.
The fourth id, when occurs she was on the train and, she was know that
she was pregnant without a husband, because her husband killed by Nazi in
French. But she still advances in the mission.
The fifth id, when occurs she must be confronted by violence Nazy
when she was caught, gets torture and the death penalty and she look her brother
dead and she want ask executions.
Heindrich: You should never try using of her!
-You will be transferred to the prison of La Roquette,
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-I will bring your brother to German with me, this is might be the last
time for you!
-Take him away!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:41:09)
Louise: No.... no ... no ... no .... (She is look Pierre cut his throat)
Becker: doctor! Fast ... fast!
Hendrich: The only thing I can do for you? Execution or deportation,
what would you choose?
Louise: execution.
Heindrich: I will arrange everything, take him away, now!
(Female Agent/ disc02/TL:00:41:09)

The sixth id, when occurs she had killed Colonel Heindrich, despite loss of
Jeanne.
The seventh, when occurs she and her country gained independence but
lost her family and friends.
The id of Jeanne Faussier is becoming a heroic effort of the French
resistance. She has different goal of Louise, she was join us SOE, because Louise
and Pierre will be save her from penalty punishment. She was join in SOE she
does for success their mission. She uses way to success in mission. Join in the
SOE agen, cabaret dancers, facing Nazy’s car, captured by Nazy.
The first id of Jeanne, occurs when Jeanne in front of a death penalty by a
court of London because she killed her pimp and gets help from Louise and
Pierre, but she had to join the SOE for a mission in France.
Louise : Delay of your excecussion on orders of representatives of
German.
Jeanne: really? Remember, I have killed a man.
Louise: your pimp? I would not call him as a man.
Jeanne: Nobody can’t force me.
Pierre: Stop! If not for us, you're on suspension!
Jeanne : I know there must be something, what is this?
Louise : we need you for a mission in France.
Jeanne : I was having sex with whom?
Pierre : We told you previously striptease dancer in Soho?
Jeanne : You need a girl teaser?
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Louise : We also need a girl who can kill!
Jeanne : I'm not one to work for free.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:12:41)

The second id, occurs when Jeanne joined the SOE by force in order to get
freedom.
Louise : Delay of your excecussion on orders of representatives of
German.
Jeanne: really? Remember, I have killed a man.
Louise: your pimp? I would not call him as a man.
Jeanne: Nobody can’t force me.
Pierre: Stop! If not for us, you're on suspension!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:12:41)

The third id, occurs when she was in the train and she was return to
London to enjoy her money and left the mission and her friend, but was prevented
by Gaelle.
Gaelle: How Louise?
Suzy: she was with a German doctor.
Gaelle: Siiitt, where Jeanne?
Suzy: she was behind me.
Gaelle: What she brings his suitcase?
Suzy: yeah!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:48:19)
Gaelle: still here. Don’t go! Jeanne ......Jeanne!!
Louise was with a German doctor, we’re in problem, come with me!
You are running back will not make your mother or your father's rescue
of Verdun.
Jeanne: Don’t talk to me!
"You do not kill each other"!
Gaelle: who is talk to me?
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:48:32)

The fourth id, occurs when Jeanne trying to free of Louise in the way to
the place to execute, she was stopped car of Nazy.
Jeanne: stop…stop… help me!
Arms of Nazy: can I help you? (Jeanne pointing sniper to Nazy)
Arm of Nazy: hold fire or I'll kill her!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:42:14)

The fifth id, occurs when she was in a train station with Louise, she was
killed by soldiers and captured.
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Jeanne: I will divert attention. Don’t worry about me!
Louise: no ... no! (Jeanne shoots a soldier).
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:44:31)

The id of Suzy Despres is becoming a heroic effort of the French
resistance. Suzy is recruitment of Louise to join in SOE agents; she is one woman
who will cheat Heindrich to come out, because she is ex- girlfriend of Heindrich.
Suzy did a variety of ways to carry out its mission, she was met Heindrich in the
cafe, a seductive woman, disputed between them self and her friend, trying to kill
Heindrich in Regina.
The first id, occurs when Suzy met with Heinrich in cafe she should feel
heavy and hurt but, she against to still meet and smile to Heindrich.
The Second id, occurs when she was dinner with Eddy, Maria in Eddy’s
apartment. She knows of who is Colonel Heindrich, she was angry and wanted to
stop in her mission because she doesn’t sleep with an ex-boyfriend.
Louise: I saw German soldiers!
Suzy: You want to me be in bed’s Heindrich? it is your mission?
You make me look stupid, you're all rubbish, you, Pierre, Buck and all
SOE!
Eddy: SOE? what are you talking ?
Suzy: I don’t to see Heindrich again. I'm better died now. You’ll make me
die in his bed?
Eddy: calm down!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:09:45)

The fourth id, occurs when Suzy had sex and tried to kill the Heindrich
at Regina Hotel, but she can’t kill Heindrich even, she have killed by Heindrich.
Heindrich: Liliani for three years, I refuse to believe you're dead, why did you
leave me?
Suzy: forbidden love us!
Heindrich: give me another chance. Come with me to the German tonight. What
Buckmaster sent you?
Heindrich: don’t let them tarnish our desires.
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:37:18)
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The last id of Gaelle Lemenech is becoming a heroic effort of the French
resistance. She did a lot of ways to accomplish its mission. Killing people, Got
ordeal of Nazy, a traitor to SOE, committed suicide in prison.
The first id, occurs when in the night Gaelle see Louise will be killed by
a Nazy, she tried to save Louise by shooting Nazy.
The second id, occurs when Gaelle captured by Nazy and she get
punishment in Gestapo, she was caught by Nazy and punishment every day by
Heindrich.
Gaelle: owh..owh…no…no…!
Heindrich: where are your friends?
Gaelle: School of Duroc! We are meeting here to waiting for orders to new
missions.
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:02:20)

The third, occurs when she is tell the hideout SOE to Heindrich in
exchange them.
The fourth id, occurs when she was committed suicide in prison. After
Gaelle captured by Nazy she was timid and she want died. She is feel don’t uses
as a people.
The last id of Maria, occurs when she is help to SOE and she was
persuaded Eddy to helping Maria meet between Heindrich and Eddy.

2.

Ego
The ego is the system of personality that develops out of id to deal with

external world (Hall and Lindzey, 1985: 36). The ego follows the reality principle
and operates by secondary process is the process of realistic thinking.
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The first ego, occurs when Louise tried to break up the fight between
Jeanne and Gaelle, when Jeanne tried return to London to enjoy the money. She
immediately intervene by threatening Gaelle with Jeanne who among those who
left the mission or return to London Louise will be gun one of themes.
Gaelle: you're accustomed to humiliation. I don’t! I refuse to crawl to
the German!
Jeanne: get off me!
Louise: when we are order the French. Don’t talk to me! Ok?
Suzy: save your command it! I was not a hero. a professional!
Gaelle: Pierre detained. Rene was dead. it's our job to replace them.
Jeanne: our job? After the war we will become prostitutes and slaves. I
do not want to die for the flag of France. I'll take my money and go.
Jeanne: don’t touch this money. I'm gonna shoot!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:42/15)

The Secondly, occurs when Louise saw the captured Pierre by Nazy she
want to shooting Heindrich from the hidden place, but Maria persuaded to Louise
for not shooting Heindrich because this is can be endanger of they life.
Maria: don’t shoot them Louise!
Louise: But......!!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:14:10)

The third ego, occurs when Louise was angry with Pierre because she felt
cheated by pierre about "Phoenix" and Heindrich. Pierre felt that they still had to
stay in Paris to kill Heindrich. Although, they have been free of its mission to save
a Geologist.
Louise: what is "phoenix"?
Pierre: I can’t tell you.
Louise: about Heindrich? if he had seen Suzy we're dead now. why did
you lie to me? Don’t whether you trust me again? you have not
changed.
Pierre: wait .... Louise ... wait! we can kill Heindrich in Paris.
Louise: paris? Heindrich many minions there, its dangerous. about
Suzy? This will endanger their lives.are you aware?
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:37:12)
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The fourth ego, occurs when Louise forgive Gaelle has betrayed. When
Louise met Gaelle in the Gestapo and they become prisoners, Gaelle feel guilty
when she told Heindrich about hiding and plans of the SOE. Although Gaelle had
betrayed her she was able to forgive and give his cyanide.
Gaelle: Louise, please help me.
Do you want forgive me? Say you forgive me!
Louise: yah!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:0024:36)

The fifth ego, occurs when Louise convince or persuade Suzy to that
continue their mission to meet and kill Heindrich.
Louise: stop. Lighten Suzy!
Suzy
: You can’t force, to see it again. Nothing! all because of a
man, and a Nazy! I didn’t sleep with Nazy. I fell in love with the
German people. it's different.
Louise: stop! Listen to me, do you see him only briefly. Jeanne and I
will care side. You shouldn’t make us disappointed now. We need you,
everything will be alright.
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:10:32)

The next ego comes from Jeanne, the first, occurs when she was angry
because Pierre don’t allow the agent to return to London as appointment of Pierre,
even they had to go back to French to complete the mission again.
Pierre: the missions its not over! We are back to French now.
Jeanne: French?
Suzy: are you crazy? Don’t said anything about French, we've
promised. I'll be back
Pierre: we are back to French. Don’t except.
Jeanne: shoot me...common shot me!
Louise: Jeanne, not now, we have to abide by rules.
Jeanne: you are rubbish!
(FemaleAgent/disc01/TL:00:39:5)

The second ego, occurs when Jeanne advised to Gaelle for not see the
action on the stage, because Gaelle would be surprised by the action of Jeanne and
Suzy were stripteases dance.
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Gaelle: thirty seconds to go!
Jeanne: I suggest you don’t look at us, you might be surprised!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:29:15)

The third, occurs when Jeanne angry to Eddy because she found out will
not help to bring between Suzy and Heindrich to meet, she even threatened to kill
Eddy, but in obstructed by Louise.
Suzy: Jeanne!
Jeanne: Fuck you! you've been stealing from the Jews family.
Eddy: I didn’t steal, this is empty.
Suzy: you are licker!
Eddy: I have a connection in there.
Jeanne: I'll kill him!
Louise: Jeanne don’t you kill now, we are still need it.
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:16:19)

The next ego of Gaelle. The first ego, occurs when Gaelle angry with
Jeanne because Jeanne wanted to leave her mission and returned to London when
Pierre had caught him even just thinking about the money.
Gaelle: you're accustomed to humiliation. I don’t! I refuse to crawl to
the German!
Jeanne: get off me!
Louise: when we are order the French. Don’t talk to me! Ok?
Suzy: save your command it! I was not a hero. a professional!
Gaelle: Pierre detained. Rene was dead. it's our job to replace them.
Jeanne: our job? After the war we will become prostitutes and slaves. I
do not want to die for the flag of France. I'll take my money and go.
Jeanne: don’t touch this money. I'm gonna shoot!
(Female Agent/dics01/TL:00:41:15)

The second ego, occurs when Gaelle Jeanne persuaded to return and
complete her mission did not leave Louise, who was on the train with a German
doctor.
Gaelle: Siiitt, where Jeanne?
Suzy: she was behind me.
Gaelle: What she brings his suitcase?
Suzy: yeah!
Gaelle: still here. Don’t go! Jeanne ......Jeanne!!
Louise was with a German doctor, we’re in problem, come with me!
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You are running back will not make your mother or your father's rescue
of Verdun.
Jeanne: Don’t talk to me!
"You do not kill each other"!
Gaelle: who is talk to me?
(Female Agent/dics01/TL:00:48:27)

The third ego, she dumped cyanide given by Pierre, because she felt that
ban a religion, Gaelle usually is the one who always hears the words of his
friends.
Pierre : This (Cyanide) missed of yours?
Gaelle : This (Cyanide) is contrary for my religion.
Louise : God does not care about what happens here.
Pieere : you say that, because your husband?
Gaelle : brother shot him a birthday at the 20th, but I never lost my
faith.
Gaelle : If the war ends, I'll turn on the candles in the church for you.
You may think it’s stupid, but promise me you guys do the same thing,
you too Louise?
Louise : I would not go back to church.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:20:09)

The fourth ego, occurs when she apologized to Louise because caught of
her, and she's betrayal, Louise and her friends are in danger. In fact, she asked
Louise as cyanide cyanide-owned property had been disposed of.
Gaelle: Louise, please help me.
Do you want forgive me? Say you forgive me!
Louise: yah!
(Female Agent/disc/02/TL:00:24:36)

The next ego from Maria, the first ego,occurs when Maria angry to Eddy
because she found out will not help to bring between Suzy and Heindrich to meet,
she even threatened to kill Eddy.
Eddy: if I turn down!
Maria: all your familly will be send to consetration camp, you are know
this! If you don’t help me, I will killed you,now!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:16:55)
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The last ego from Suzy, the first ego, occurs when Suzy angry with Pierre
and Louise because she had to stay in France for longer. She feels Paris is a
country that should be left behind because Heinrich is the past.
Pierre: the missions its not over! We are back to French now.
Jeanne: French?
Suzy: are you crazy? Don’t said anything about French, we've
promised. I'll be back
Pierre: we are back to French. Don’t except.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:39:06)

The Second ego, occurs when she was angry with Louise because she had
to kill Heindrich and she must sleep on a bed with Heidrich. It was impossible to
do because he is Heindrich past she had forgotten.
Louise: I saw German soldiers!
Suzy: You want to me be in bed’s Heindrich? it is your mission?
You make me look stupid, you're all rubbish, you, Pierre, Buck and all
SOE!
Eddy: SOE? what are you talking ?
Suzy: I don’t to see Heindrich again. I'm better died now. You’ll make me
die in his bed?
Eddy: calm down!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:09:50)

3.

Superego
Superego is the representation of moral aim in personality. It represents

internalized parental value (Hall and Lindzey, 1985:34). The main function of
superego decides whether something is right or wrong in the society’s standard.
The first superego occurs when Louise and Maria are in Military
Hospital in Normandy, she saw Heindrich being tortured a Geoloist that will be
saved.
Louise: move on colonel!, I would not let it!
Heinrich: what are you talking about?
Louise: the people you beat up. This hospital is not a slaughterhouse.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:29:41)
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The second Superego, occurs when Louise in the Eddy’s apartement and
Louise saw suzy suicidal, Louise convincing and told Suzy put glass held by
Suzy.
Louise: stop. Lighten Suzy!
Suzy : You can’t force, to see it again. Nothing! all because of a man,
and a Nazy! I didn’t sleep with Nazy. I fell in love with the German
people. it's different.
Louise: stop! Listen to me, do you see him only briefly. Jeanne and I
will care side. You shouldn’t make us disappointed now. We need you,
everything will be alright.
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:10:33).

The next Superego of Gaelle, the first occurs when Galle in the train
with Jeanne, Louise and Suzy. Gaelle try to catch Jeanne who tried to get down
and ran off from train with a suitcase containing the money. Jeanne left a friend
and mission when they know Louise in danger along with the German doctor.
Gaelle: still here. Don’t go! Jeanne ......Jeanne!!
Louise was with a German doctor, we’re in problem, come with me!
You are running back will not make your mother or your father's rescue
of Verdun.
Jeanne: Don’t talk to me!
"You do not kill each other"!
Gaelle: who is talk to me?
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:48:32)

The second superego, occurs when Gaelle with other agents in the car after
the successful rescue of geologists Hospital of Normandy. She told and taught to
the theme up and running back to the church.
Gaelle : If the war ends, I'll turn on the candles in the church for you.
You may think its stupid, but promise me you guys do the same thing,
you too Louise?
Louise : I would not go back to church.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:35:33)
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The superego of the Maria, occurs when he was walking with Suzy, but
without the knowledge of their past German soldiers, Suzy was panic, but Mary
tried to get Suzy to move not suspicious.
Suzy: Don’t treat me like a stupid!
Maria: let's go! Slowly, walk to normal.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:02:53)

B. Emotions of Louise
According, Charles Darwin “emotion is largely inherited responses of
arousal that have a survival value in evolution,” (East Atwater, 1983: 80).
Everyone in world must have experienced emotions, emotions that arise
either because right from within themselves or come from other people, and
therefore the authors wanted to investigate about the emotions of a woman who
happens in the Female Agent movie section the author want describes emotions,
and concept of emotion.
1.
a.

Concept of Emotion
Bodily Sensation
One of the earliest theories held that a person’s perception of an external

stimulus automatically aroused bodily change, such as the reflexive muscle
contractions that draw us back from electrical shock. Then, as an aftereffect, we
feel these sensations (Eastwood Atwater, 1983: 80).
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The first, bodily sensation occurs when Louise was in Gestapo custody,
she gets a great torment from Heindrich, even though she lost her son to Heindrich
contain her emotions because if he did then it's useless resistance.
Jeanne: Suzy regret what you've done.
Louise: Why? she might be a bad mom.
Jeanne: how can you say that? Except dying, there is nothing worse befall.
Louise: There is always worse.
Jeanne: attached is not your character. Try to be more humane.
Louise: on the train I knew that if I was given three months pregnant.
What I could not be more human again? My husband and I have been trying to
have children for years.
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:13:28)

The second, occurs when Gaelle Lemenech, also gets torture of Heindrich,
she felt the torment of physical and emotional made of it.
b. Interpreted Sensation
Proponents of cognitive theories of emotion point out that emotion are
more than sensation. They are interpreted sensation. The bodily arousal of
sensations furnishes the intensity of an emotion, but its quality or meaning for us
is determined by relevant mental component (Atwarer, 1983: 81). According to
Stanley Schacher and Jerome Singer (1962) have shown how our conscious
experience of emotions depends very much on what we think and how we interact
with other when emotionally aroused (Atwater 1983: 81)
The first, occurs when Louise, get a lie from his brother that Pierre, as her
mission was in French. she lied by Pierre on "Phoenix" and her duty to kill
Heindrich use Suzy Despres, she argued with Pierre and she uses her interpreted
Sensation. Finally, emotions in a way slapping Pierre.
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Louise: what is "phoenix"?
Pierre: I can’t tell you.
Louise: about Heindrich? if he had seen Suzy we're dead now. why did
you lie to me? Don’t whether you trust me again? you have not
changed.
Pierre: wait .... Louise ... wait! we can kill Heindrich in Paris.
Louise: French? Heindrich many minions there, its dangerous. about
Suzy? This will endanger their lives.are you aware?
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:37:12)

The second, occurs when Gaelle Lemench angry with Jeanne while in
hiding place, Louise insulting Gaelle, she uses interpreted Sensation of her
emotion by pushing and hitting Jeanne.
Gaelle: you're accustomed to humiliation. I don’t! I refuse to crawl to
the German!
Jeanne: get off me!
Louise: when we are order the French. Don’t talk to me! Ok?
Suzy: save your command it! I was not a hero. a professional!
Gaelle: Pierre detained. Rene was dead. it's our job to replace them.
Jeanne: our job? After the war we will become prostitutes and slaves. I
do not want to die for the flag of France. I'll take my money and go.
Jeanne: don’t touch this money. I'm gonna shoot!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:42:15)

The third, occurs when Jeanne Pierre don’t like the plan that holds all the
agents to return to London at the time. He interpreted Sensation of emotion by
challenging Pierre to kill her.
Jeanne: French?
Suzy: are you crazy? Don’t said anything about French, we've
promised. I'll be back
Pierre: we are back to French. Don’t except.
Jeanne: shoot me...common shot me!
Louise: Jeanne, not now, we have to abide by rules.
Jeanne: you are rubbish!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:39:09)

The fourth, occurs when Suzy Eddy Despres was in the apartment, she
knew the plan Louise, that she had met and killed her ex-boyfriend, Suzy
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emotions and Louise did not accept the plan, she threw all the items in the room’s
Eddy and she tried to kill himself.
Louise: I saw German soldiers!
Suzy: You want to me be in bed’s Heindrich? it is your mission?
You make me look stupid, you're all rubbish, you, Pierre, Buck and all
SOE!
Eddy: SOE? what are you talking ?
Suzy: I don’t to see Heindrich again. I'm better died now. You’ll make me
die in his bed?
Eddy: calm down!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:09:45)

Louise: stop. Lighten Suzy!
Suzy : You can’t force, to see it again. Nothing! all because of a man, and
a Nazy! I didn’t sleep with Nazy. I fell in love with the German people. it's
different.
Louise: stop! Listen to me, do you see him only briefly. Jeanne and I will
care side. You shouldn’t make us disappointed now. We need you,
everything will be alright.
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:10:32)

c. Adaptive Response
Adaptive behavior refers to behavior that enables a person to get along in
his or her environment with greatest success and least conflict with others. In
education, adaptive behavior is defined as that which (1) meets the needs of the
community of stakeholders (parents, teachers, peers, and later employers) and (2)
meets the needs of the learner, now and in the future. Specifically, these behaviors
include such as effective speech, self-help, using money, cooking, and reading.
(Eastwood Atwater 1983:82).
In the Female Agent Movie, the first adaptive response, occurs when
Louise Desfontaines into angent SOE, she was succeeded as leader of the secret
agent. But in his mission she had a conflict with a friend, and the surrounding
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environment. When Louise was in hiding place with the other members, she
became commander for members protector even after Pierre caught. Finally,
Louise Desfontaines liberate the country from German.
Jeanne: get off me!
Louise: when we are order the French. Don’t talk to me! Ok?
Suzy: save your command it! I was not a hero. a professional!
Gaelle: Pierre detained. Rene was dead. it's our job to replace them.
Jeanne: our job? After the war we will become prostitutes and slaves. I
do not want to die for the flag of France. I'll take my money and go.
Jeanne: don’t touch this money. I'm gonna shoot!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:42:18)

2. Awareness of Our Emotions
a.

Intensity of Arousal
This intense emotional reaction serves to arouse or motivate us to action.

But when we fell little or nothing is demanded of us. The intensity of our
emotions is probably influenced be hereditary factors, such as the characteristics
of our nervous system and glands. Age is also a factor. Children and adolescents
level of emotion is also influenced by our learning experiences (Eastwood
Atwater, 1983: 83).
The first intensity of arousal, occurs when Jeanne, Louise, Gaelle and
Maria are in pursuit Nazy, after Pierre Desfontaines caught by Nazy and her
husband was killed by Nazy, she is very excited to continue the mission and do
not with draw from the battlefield before Heindrich killed. She was unbelievably
shocked when her family lost because Nazy. It makes the spirit of the battlefield.
Louise : I heard about your husband.I’m condole!
Piere : Claude was shot 40 days ago, I intend continue to fight with or
without your blessing!
Louise : how did you find me, Louise?
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Pierre

: an officer told me that you practice with a Desfontaines in
London
Louise : I do not think anything.
- I'm sure you've given up
Pierre : you're like my father, saying the war was a loss let's give it up.
(Female Agent/ disc 01/ TL: 00:06:51 )

The second, when Jeanne know Louise, Gaelle captured by Heindrich and
Maria, Suzy was killed, she went on her mission despite himself. She saves
Louise while on the road to death by hanging.
Eddy: we must go quickly now.
Jeanne: no! until our mission is complete.
Suzy: we can’t turn back now. Take me to him!
(Female Agent/ disc 02/ TL: 00:27:31 )

The third, occurs when Suzy Despres Eddy was in the apartment and he
listened to the conversation between Eddy and Heindrich who want him to meet at
the Hotel Regina. Suzy initially refused to meet with Heindrich desire, after he
discovered Mary was killed, Louise and Gaelle Gestapo in prison, he received the
plan.
Eddy: we must go quickly now.
Jeanne: no! until our mission is complete.
Suzy: we can’t turn back now. Take me to him!
(Female Agent/ disc 01/ TL: 00:06:51 )

b. Personal Meaning
The personal significant an emotion has for us tell us which kind of change
is occurring in our inner motivational sate in turn provides us with intuitive cues
for an appropriate response to the stimuli around us (Eastwood Atwater, 1983:84).
The first, Personal meaning occurrs when Louise got a penalty punishment.
She was in the Gestapo, tortured Heindrich, that Pierre told him about the
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"phoenix", rebellion happens when Louise was in the Gestapo, made her feel
afraid of losing Pierre.
Heindrich: You should never try using of her!
-You will be transferred to the prison of La Roquette,
-I will bring your brother to German with me, this is might be the last
time for you!
-Take him away!
(Female Agent/disc02/TL:00:41:09)
Louise: No.... no ... no ... no .... (She is look Pierre cut his throat)
Becker: doctor! Fast ... fast!
Hendrich: The only thing I can do for you? Execution or deportation,
what would you choose?
Louise: execution.
Heindrich: I will arrange everything, take him away, now!
(Female Agent/ disc02/TL:00:41:09)

The second, occurs when Gaelle was at the train station, French. She along
with others members, Nazy soldiers came looking for one of them. Gaelle. When
entering the platform, he was arrested by soldiers and taken to Gestapo Nazy to be
punished, untill in Gestapo she was shaking see Heindrich.
The third, occurs when Jeanne Fauzzier Concorde on the platform with
Louise and Maria Luzzato. When soldiers and Heindrich Nazy on the platform,
immediately walked quickly and approached Jeanne Louise because their plan has
been leaked by Gaelle.
The fourth, personal meaning occurs when Suzy Despress meeting with exboyfriend (Heindrich) in Regina, she refused to to meet and angry with Louise,
but this is a task that has given Buck. Once she was in Regina for the first time
she met with her ex-boyfriend. Suzy was afraid when she had to kill Heindrich
still loves.
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Heindrich: Liliani for three years, I refuse to believe you're dead, why did you
leave me?
Suzy: forbidden love us!
Heindrich: give me another chance. Come with me to the German tonight. What
Buckmaster sent you?
Heindrich: don’t let them tarnish our desires.
(Female Agent/ disc02/TL:00:37:18)

c. Momentary Experience
Knowing this adult can help us to experiences and express our emotions
more fully at the moment, realizing that our emotions may change. When our
moods resist change without sufficient reason in our circumstance, we may begin
to suspect the presence of

pathological factors, which may be either physical

or psychological (Eastwood Atwater, 1983:86).
The first, occurs when Louise and other members of SOE in the field, after
they finished saving an English geologist. Pierre told Louise about the task,
Louise and other members to finish. They should kill Heindrich and live in
French. Then anger with Pierre, because it does not correspond to what has been
promised Pierre to five agents.
Louise: what is "phoenix"?
Pierre: I can’t tell you.
Louise: about Heindrich? if he had seen Suzy we're dead now. why did
you lie to me? Don’t whether you trust me again? you have not
changed.
Pierre: wait .... Louise ... wait! we can kill Heindrich in French.
Louise: French? Heindrich many minions there, its dangerous. about
Suzy? This will endanger their lives.are you aware?
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:37:12)
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C. Motivations of Louise
In a sense, the entire field of psychology has to do with explaining
behavior in terms of its underlying causes. But in traditionally been called
motivation refers specifically to the study of inner causes. Motivation refers to the
inner conditions that energize and direct us toward purposive, goal seeking
behavior (Eastwood Atwater 1983:23).
1. Motive
Accroding to Fremout E. kast dan james E. Rosenzweig (1970) yang
definition of motive as “a motive what prompts a person to act in a certain way or
at least develop appropensity for speccific behavior. The urge action can touched
off by an external stimulus, or it can be internally generated in individual thought
processes” (Eatwood atwater 1983: 24).
The first, the motive occurs when Louise saw her husband shot by Nazy
German station, since he came into the SOE under the leadership of Pierre and
Buckmaster. They are together to againts German.
Louise : I heard about your husband.I’m condole!
Piere : Claude was shot 40 days ago, I intend continue to fight with or
without your blessing!
Louise : how did you find me, Louise?
Pierre : an officer told me that you practice with a Desfontaines in
London.
Louise : I do not think anything.
- I'm sure you've given up
Pierre : you're like my father, saying the war was a loss let's
give it up.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:06:51)
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The second, the motif occurs when Jeanne was in prison Holoway,
London. She get death penalty from the London court for killing her pimp. Louise
and Pierre came to Holloway with a letter of freedom and money to Jeanne origin
to join him for a mission in French. She was approve to Louise and Pierre.
Louise : Delay of your excecussion on orders of representatives of
German.
Jeanne: really? Remember, I have killed a man.
Louise: your pimp? I would not call him as a man.
Jeanne: Nobody can’t force me.
Pierre: Stop! If not for us, you're on suspension!
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:12:34)

Jeanne
Louise
Jeanne
Pierre
Jeanne
Louise
Jeanne

: I know there must be something, what is this?
: we need you for a mission in France.
: I was having sex with whom?
: We told you previously striptease dancer in Soho?
: You need a girl teaser?
: We also need a girl who can kill!
: I'm not one to work for free.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:12:55)

The third, motif occurs when Suzy Despres happened when she was on
Fany in London. She's never had a relationship with Colonel Heindrich, but she
was never marriage happened because Nazy Heidrich was a soldier, because it
hurts heart and she wants to forget her past, so she went to London with a false
identity. Pierre and Louise invite Suzy to join the mission in French.
Louise: Despress, woman of French who fled to London, go with a
false identity and has a relationship with Nazy, will be married on 14
October 1941 in St.German but there was a wedding going on. Leave
the uniform and come with me!
(Female agent/ disc 01/TL: 00:17:35)
Suzy: Why do not you come to me in advance if you already know?
Pierre : Because we need you now.
Suzy: For my abilities in the field of secretary?
Pierre: No, don’t dance in your home.
Suzy: No, I can’t go back to Paris!
Pierre: Do this or you will face a court-martial?
Suzy: I'm leaving the my past.
(Female agent/ disc 01/TL: 00:1i:35)
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Finally, she wanted it because he did not want to remember her past. But
as Pierre threatened to inform the government about identity fraud English she did
then Suzy willing.
The fourth, occurs when Maria Luzzato working in a government hospital
German. He was depressed by the German government, in following the SOE
agent against German rule.
The fifth, occurs when Gaelle Lemench met Louise de Gaulle. He felt
frustrated because they never detonated a bomb he made for the important. So he
joined with Louise, she felt that it was a call that god gave him.
Louise: besides explosives, what did you do to de 'Gaulle?
Did you ever go on a mission?
Gaelle: never.
It the only regret, detonates his bomb-making without frustrating me.
Louise: You can release your frustration d French with me.
(Female Agent/disc01/TL:00:14:54)

2. Push and Pull Motives
According to B.F. Skinner emphasize the role of environmental reinforces
and the pull that these external forces exert on our behavior. Most psychologists
tend to include both inner and outer types of clausal forces in their explanations of
behavior. They would probably agree that in actuality “the questions is how much
of motivations is push and how much is pull” (Eastwood Atwater, 1983: 25).
The first, occurs when Gaelle is the Gestapo after Gaelle torture and
punishment by Heindrich, she was afraid. Eventually she committed suicide in the
Gestapo prison.
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The second, occurs when Jeanne, Louise on the way to rescue her death
sentence. She killed all the soldiers and freeing Louise to get back to the State.
D. Discussion
Based on the major character’s personality elements, and motivation,
emotion above, it is obvious for the researcher to state that each classification of
them give the important part in building the major character’s mental condition.
Before the researcher describe the condition of each element, it is necessary to
collect and relate this element into discussion of an analysis.
Here, Jean Paul Saoleme and Laurent Vanchaut as the screen writer the
first inspiration of the true story of Vie La Murtant and the Director Jean Paul
Salome give attention to the personality elements of SOE agents or screet agents
(Louise, Jeanne, Gaelle, Suzy, Maria) as the major character because this movie
based on true story especially in French. They face their conflict between their id,
ego, and superego inside their personality. They want to be a hero for freedom of
the country from German occupation. The five agents have conflicts and
motivations of different.
One day, at a military hospital in Normandy, they run a mission to rescue a
Geologist from Nazy. They are disguised in performing their duties. Louise and
Maria as Nurses, others members as dancers entertainer in the army dormitory.
Next time, after they managed to save a geologist, German soldiers know who
they are. Pierre has laid out a plan by which two of the female SOE agents will
perform as cabaret dancers, as part of a show for the officers stationed at the
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hospital, while Louise poses as a nurse. The cabaret finish their striptease by
tossing tear gas canisters under the seated officers (including Heindrich) while
Louise and an undercover FANY nurse, Maria (Maya Sansa), free the geologist in
a harrowing escape, with Heindrich in pursuit. While being taken to the airlift site,
the geologist reveals to Pierre that Heindrich "knows about Phoenix", a code word
for the planned Normandy operation.
Their id always id always forced to do things that even without any plans
and orders from Buck, they want back to London and leave the mission. It is also
supported by their ego defense mechanism that appears to protect themselves from
anxiety. They were joined by SOE agents, to be a secret agent just to satisfy his
desire.
In the other hand, Louise, Jeanne, Gaelle, Suzy and Maria have a emotion
or conflict in their life, the fisrt emotion from Louise occurs when Louise, get a lie
from his brother that Pierre, as her mission was in French. she lied by Pierre on
"Phoenix" and her duty to kill Heindrich use Suzy Despres, she argued with Pierre
and she uses her interpreted Sensation. Finally, emotions in a way slapping Pierre.
The second, occurs when Gaelle Lemench angry with Jeanne while in hiding
place, Louise insulting Gaelle, she uses interpreted Sensation of her emotion by
pushing and hitting Jeanne. The third, occurs when Jeanne Pierre don’t like the
plan that holds all the agents to return to London at the time. He interpreted
Sensation of emotion by challenging Pierre to kill her. The fourth, occurs when
Suzy Despres was in the Eddy’s apartment, she knew the plan Louise, that she had
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met and killed her ex-boyfriend, Suzy emotions and Louise did not accept the
plan, she threw all the items in the room’s Eddy and she tried to kill himself.
In the Female Agent Movie, the first adaptive response, occurs when
Louise Desfontaines into angent SOE, she was succeeded as leader of the secret
agent. But in his mission she had a conflict with a friend, and the surrounding
environment. When Louise was in hiding place with the other members, she
became commander for members protector even after Pierre caught. Finally,
Louise Desfontaines liberate the country from German.
They have different motivations between Louise, Jeanne, Gaelle, Suzy and
Maria. Motivation of Louise the motive occurs when Louise saw her husband shot
by Nazy German station, since he came into the SOE under the leadership of
Pierre and Buckmaster. They are together to againts German.When remember her
husband and brother as French fighter, she always remembers that her husband
had been killed by Nazy at the Station of train. Motivation of Jeanne occurs when
Jeanne was in prison Holoway, London. She get death penalty from the London
court for killing her pimp. Louise and Pierre came to Holloway with a letter of
freedom and money to Jeanne origin to join him for a mission in French. She was
approve to Louise and Pierre. Motivation of Gaelle, occurs when Gaelle Lemench
met Louise de Gaulle. He felt frustrated because they never detonated a bomb he
made for the important. So he joined with Louise, she felt that it was a call that
god gave him.
. The motivation of Suzy Despres occurs when Suzy Despres happened
when she was on Fany in London. She's never had a relationship with Colonel
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Heindrich, but she was never marriage happened because Nazy Heidrich was a
soldier, because it hurts heart and she wants to forget her past, so she went to
London with a false identity. Pierre and Louise invite Suzy to join the mission in
French.
Motivation of Maria, occurs when Maria Luzzato working in a
government hospital German. He was depressed by the German government, in
following the SOE agent against German rule. Motivation of Gaelle, occurs when
Gaelle Lemench met Louise de Gaulle. He felt frustrated because they never
detonated a bomb he made for the important. So he joined with Louise, she felt
that it was a call that god gave him.
Jeanne Paul Salome makes a good relation between id, ego, and superego
in SOE personality. He shows the conflict between it and how superego obeys the
id and how the ego becomes a secret agent and hero that make emotion,
motivation in themselves.
Finally, in the last movie, only one agent who managed to live the Louise
Desfontaines, and other members die on the job. Next, Louise received an award
from the French government, to become a nurse in French and she lit a candle in
Crunch to her friend. Louise back in SOE headquarters, where Buckmaster offers
Louise and her group his personal thanks, though Louise demands she find
Jeanne. At her FANY role at a military hospital, Buckmaster arrives with a series
of photos (taken at the liberation of Jeanne's concentration camp) . The last photo
Louise sees is of Jeanne, lying topless and expressionless with a rope around her
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neck. There's a soulful ending with Louise lighting four candles in church in
rememberance.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter deals with the conclusion of the previous chapters. The writer
also proposes the suggestion to everyone that read this research for reference.
A. Conclusion
Based on the analysis in the previous chapter, the writer draws a
conclusion. This conclusion is related to the conflict that rise in the anxiety of the
major character is SOE agent (Louise, Gaelle, Jeanne, Suzy and Maria) and how
they use the motivation to overcome their problem and emotion. The researcher
would like to draw some conclusion as follows:
The First, structural elements of Jean Paul Salome in Female Agents Movie,
comes with structural elements that fit the description of actually because this
adaptation of a true story during World War II. He delivered the message to
audience very detail in the movie, makes the audience to understand the story.
This movie begins with the exposure that followed the conflict, climax and with
resolution. Naturally, people have problems in their lives and cause feelings.
The Second, the structural elements of Jean Paul Salome’s Female Agents
movie present unity. He conveys a complicate plot but easier to understand to the
audience. The movie begins with the exposition followed by conflict and climax,
and end with resolution. Naturally, human tends to have problem, emotion and
motivation in their life. It motivates human to solve their problem. They can say
success when they can solve the problem instead of avoiding it. it motivates
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people to solve the problem. Louise Desfontaines, Lemench Gaelle, Jeanne
Fauzzier, Suzy Despres and Maria Luzzato. They are major characters in this
movie that has emotion and motivation in itself to be a heroic effort or a secret
agent. They became a secret agent for the French state within the German
collonialism. Under command is Louise’s brothers, he is Pierre Desfontaines.
Louise and the friend is a variety of ways to complete her mission, they rescue
Geologist Britain under pressure Nazy army and colonel Heindrich. Louise and
Maria disguised as nurses and others as entertainer in soldier of German. They
always try to kill Heindrich, after attempting to assassinate Colonel Hendrich
known by German soldiers, they sum up all of SOE. Finally, one by one of them
caught. Pierre is the first time caught, second is Gaelle Lemench, they got the
torment and punishment in the Gestapo. Although, Maria Luzzato was died in
Peron Concorde by Becker. At the same time directly Louise Desfontaines caught
by Heindrich and taken to Gestapo to get info on their mission the next day to see
her broher suicide cut his throat. Suzy was killed at the Regina Hotel by
Heindrich.
Finally, soldier of Germans and Heinrich stormed their hide, making the
problem more complicated, after the other agent was died, Louise get Punishment
in Gestapo. Jeanne could save them and liberate Louise Desfontaine on the road
before getting the death penalty. Third, emotions that exist in themselves can
create motivation for himself. Emotions when they occur between the desire you
are not being met in accordance with their heart. They motivate him with his
desire and strive to achieve independence for his country should sacrifice lives.
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From the story, the researcher can conclude emotion that occurs in every
person has a different reason; the emotions they get will make him motivated to
solve problems or a thing that makes the emotion. Thus, emotion and motivation
every person is different and has different goals.
B. Educational Implications
Movie is one kind of sugesstive narative prose; it has cutural, moral, social
and educational. This research papers have implication in educational, especially
for students, teachers and schools. The writers will be ellaborate educational
implication as follows:
1. For students especially students in University. This research papers can
use references in a literary study, and historical literary. This movie can
use study especially English language in Senior High School grade XII,
this movie can use increase listening skill for student in learning
activity, for example in listening to suggestions, request, and intructions
and etc.
2. For teachers or lectures. This research papers can be used as material to
study and to teach about literary theory because this film can gives
knowledge about literary and it is can be used in literary review.
3. The writers ellaborate educational implication for Schools or University.
This research papers use as a literary review for other researcher in
University and can use references for other researchers.
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C. Suggestion
Female Agent is kind of movie is showing the complexity of human life.
Besides that, Female Agent also shows the reader about the Emotion and
motivation of this movie, especially major characters of movie to become a heroic
effort to French. Considering the complexity of the Female Agent, the researcher
suggest the other researchers to make deeper research about the movie from the
other perspective such as Feminist approach because the condition gender of
women in the movie is very interesting to analyze, and the writer suggest the next
research can be use title independent women in female agent movie.
The researcher realizes this study is far from perfect. Finally, the writer
hopes that the reader can take the lesson from this study and it can be useful to the
other readers as a comparison to the others research in widening knowledge of
literary studies.
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SYNOPSIS OF FEMALE AGENT MOVIE

Louise Desfontaines (Sophie Marceau), a successful French commando in
the British Special Operations Executive, watches her husband killed during a
sabotage mission on a German train depot. Upon her return, she and her brother
Pierre (Julien Boisselier) are sent by Colonel Buckmaster (Colin David Reese) on
a critical mission to rescue a captured British geologist (Conrad Cecil), who was
examining the sands on the beaches of Normandy in advance of D-Day, from a
nearby military hospital. She and Pierre convince a selection of women from
among the FANY nurses' corps and French Resistance onto the team: Jeanne
(Julie Depardieu), Suzy (Marie Gillain), and Gaëlle (Déborah François).
German SS Colonel Heindrich (Moritz Bleibtreu) has uncovered evidence
of the geologist's presence at Normandy, and tries to convince military leaders
that the Allies are planning to land at Normandy, but is laughed out of the room.
Heindrich needs some solid proof of his suspicions, and his officers identify the

geologist at the Normandy hospital. Heindrich travels to the hospital and tries to
pry information from the geologist.
Meanwhile, Pierre has laid out a plan by which two of the female SOE
agents will perform as cabaret dancers, as part of a show for the officers stationed
at the hospital, while Louise poses as a nurse. The cabaret finish their striptease by
tossing tear gas canisters under the seated officers (including Heindrich) while
Louise and an undercover FANY nurse, Maria (Maya Sansa), free the geologist in
a harrowing escape, with Heindrich in pursuit. While being taken to the airlift site,
the geologist reveals to Pierre that Heindrich "knows about Phoenix", a code word
for the planned Normandy operation.
Pierre realizes that Heindrich must be prevented from passing on what he
knows to the German command in order to safeguard the Normandy invasion
plans. He orders the women, who expected to be done after the Normandy rescue,
to travel to Paris, where Heindrich is stationed. After they leave, German officers
arrive at the landing site, and capture Pierre. Heindrich tortures Pierre for
information, but Pierre resists.
Heindrich's staff develop a photo that was taken by an officer at the
cabaret show in Normandy, and recover a clear image of Gaëlle, one of the
Desfontaines' team. At the Paris train station, Gaëlle is apprehended, and the rest
of the team finds shelter in a music school which is a cover for the French
Resistance. Heindrich presents Gaëlle to Pierre, threatening to torture her if he
doesn't talk, hoping to appeal to Pierre's empathy. An officer pulls out one of
Gaëlle's fingernails, and she immediately reveals the location of the school where

the rest of the team is hiding. While Heindrich's men arrive at the school, the girls
escape through a secret passage to the Paris catacombs. Imprisoned together,
Pierre tries to strangle Gaëlle but is stopped by their captors.
Desfontaines meets with a contact at the Natural History Museum,
Melchior (Robin Renucci), who informs her of a plan to assassinate Heindrich at
the Concorde metro station. It has been discovered that Suzy, one of Desfontaine's
team, has had a previous relationship with Heindrich; she will be used as a lure,
through an undercover tip, to get Heindrich to the station. Louise is provided with
a sniper rifle to execute Heindrich while her team takes positions in the station. At
the station, Heindrich arrives on the tip, but cannot be seen by Louise, who hides
in the subway tunnel. With the help of members of the French Resistance, the
train is held up, with Suzy aboard. Heindrich approaches the train, but Louise
cannot get a clear shot; he enters the train and approaches Suzy. Maria, on the
train and caught off guard, hastily attempts to shoot Heindrich, but is shot and
killed by Heindrich's men. Heindrich, realizing the trap, gets off the train; Louise
takes a shot, but only grazes his ear. The women manage to capture Eddy
(Vincent Rottiers), a young socialite member of Heindrich's staff, who the women
coerce into helping them.
A new plan to assassinate Heindrich is hatched, again using Suzy as lure
but also as gunwoman. Eddy informs Heindrich that a woman resembling Suzy
will be at a nearby hotel. Jeanne, posing as a maid, plants a gun under the pillow
of the bed. Heindrich arrives at Suzy's hotel room, and begins to romance her. She
grabs the gun and aims, but she is unable to shoot her former lover. Heindrich

takes the gun away and begins to kiss her on the bed. Outside, Louise and
Melchior hear gunshots, and Jeanne runs out the back entrance. Louise and
Melchior watch as a body covered with a sheet is wheeled out of the hotel, shortly
followed by Heindrich.
Louise is captured by Heindrich, and torturing her in front of Pierre, he
persuades Pierre to reveal all he knows. Pierre, obtaining a promise from
Heindrich that Louise will not be executed, reveals all of the secrets of the plans
to use flooded pontoons to rapidly build a harbour at Normandy for a massive
landing of Allied troops. While Pierre confirms Heindrich's suspicions, he realizes
hell still need hard proof to convince General Rommel of his discovery, so he
plans to take Pierre with him to Rommel as evidence. But, as the handcuffed
Louise looks on, Pierre, in a desperate bid to escape further humiliation - using a
blade grabbed from the torture table - commits suicide by slitting his own throat.
Denied his proof, Heindrich renegs on his promise, and plans to have Louise
executed.
Back in their cell, Louise joins Gaëlle, who begs for forgiveness and help
from Louise, who gives both in the form of a tearful nod and the passing of her
cyanide pill. After Louise is taken away, Gaëlle prays alone in her cell, strips
naked, lies on the floor, and takes the pill.
While being transported, Louise is rescued by Jeanne and Melchoir, a
member of the French Resistance whom Louise had met at the Museum of
Natural History, though Melchior is killed. Jeanne and Louise rush to the station
where Heindrich is planning to leave for a last-chance attempt to convince

Rommel. Jeanne tells Louise she will cause a distraction, and not to worry about
her. She walks up to the station Gestapo and shoots one of them, immediately
being arrested. Louise walks down the platform and finds Heindrich, and shoots
him down.
We see Louise back in SOE headquarters, where Buckmaster offers
Louise and her group his personal thanks, though Louise demands he find Jeanne.
At her FANY role at a military hospital, Buckmaster arrives with a series of
photos ( taken at the liberation of Jeanne's concentration camp) . The last photo
Louise sees is of Jeanne, lying topless and expressionless with a rope around her
neck. There's a soulful ending with Louise lighting four candles in church in
rememberance.

